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ABSTRACT
The Iowa Tests of Educational Development
As Predictors of Academic Success
At Utah State University
by
James Vance Hendricks, Master of Science
Utah State Unive r sity, 1967
Majo r r rofessor: Dr . Arde n N, Frandsen
Depa rtm ent : Psychology
Academic achievement at Utah State University was predicted
for a sample of students from Cache County, Utah, high schools.
Predictor variables were grade point averages for grades ten-twelve
and the ten scores of the Iowa Tests of Educa tional Development.
Criteria included grade point ave rages after one quarter of
college and after each college yea r.
Simple correlation coef ficients between high school and col l ege
gr ades ranged from .655 to .706, with a median of .676 and a mean
of .677,

Simple correlation coefficients between s c ores on the

Iowa Tests of Educational Development and college grades r ange d f rom
.366 to ,566, with a median of ,476 and a mean of .472 .

Multiple

co rr elation coefficients between predictor and criteria ranged from
.403 to ,792, with a median of .641 and a mean of .557.
Multiple regress ion equatio ns were also developed for predieting grades for twenty-five university general education courses.
(88 pages)

A NEE D FOR THE PRESENT STUDY
I ntroduct ion
The evidence is c lear and abun dant that lif e in the society of
the Western world is becoming more and more complex.

Technological

knowledge since the beginning of World War II has been expanded to
such a great e xtent that much of mod ern life is based on materials
and ideas that did not exist prior to tha t time .

The threat of

automation , once debated in theory only, i s now at once a labor
crisis and a great challenge to industry and to society.
In view of this technological upheaval, occupational surveys
have been conducted which show conclusively that the future holds
gre atly diminished demands for the unskilled and under-educated
worke r, and even the semi-skilled member of the labor force will be
l ess i n demand.

Curre nt in dustr ia l patterns require an ever-

in creasing supply of skilled technicians and professionally trained
middle - and uppe r-echel on personn el . 1
In orde r to ach i eve this pool of skilled persons , a greater
number of high school grad uates must obtain college-level training
in the various skills and profess i ons.

It i s i ncreasingly impor-

tant to identify and encourage the academically talented high school
graduate to c ont inue his ed uc at i on.

Referring to this need, Miller

quot ed Irene H. Impellizzeri, who sa id :
1see Utah Department of Employment Security. 1960. Utah's
196 0 technical occupati ons survey. Utah Department of Employment
Secur ity, Salt Lake City, Utah, for furth er details .

2

. . • increasing attention i s being given to boys and
girls who have the ability to go on to college or to
profit from other types of post-high school education.
This re - examination of the fate of the talented
student is partl y due to economics and technology which
have made brains one of America ' s most important
resources . (Miller, 1960, p. l)
At the same time, college space is limited.

It is of parti-

cular importance, therefore , that the problem of effective identification of the academ ically talented student be solved efficiently
and promptly.

Those students who have the maximum potential to

profit from a college education must be identified and programs
provided whereby they can obtain training appropriate to their
abilities .
Conversely, students with lesser academic abilities and
aptitudes must be presented with the facts in a realistic manner.
They should be encouraged to seek vocational training through
channels other than the country ' s colleges and universities.
It is to aid in t he realization of these objectives that this
study is aimed .

In an attempt to help assess academic progress durin g a
student's high school years, the Iowa Tests of Educational Development (hereinafter referre d to as the ITED) were used in the Cache
County School District of northern Utah as part of its achievement
testing program from 1956 until 1966.

Through the years 1956 to

1960 , the test s wer e administered to all students in the ninth and
eleventh grades.
tenth grade only.

Fr om 1961 to 1966 the tests were given in the
The tests were given in the early fall so that

the scores would be available throughout most of the student's high

3

school caree r for use in educatio nal and vocati onal counseling,
Each year a large and stable percentage of Cache County high
school gradu ates enter Utah State University .

Since ITED test

scores have been used e xtensively in counseling wi th these students
on the high school level, a study giving valid information concerning the use of these scores for the predict i on of academic success
at Utah State University is important,
~

brief descript ion of the test battery
The Iowa Tests of Educational Development are a battery of

nine objective te sts designed to prov id e a comprehensive and dependable description of th e general educational development of
the high school pup il,
The battery was de ve loped by Ev erett F. Lindquist and a staff
of assistants at the Univers i t y of Iowa ( prev i ously known as the
State University of Iowa), and is published by Science Research
Associates , Inc ., 259 East Erie Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Copy-

rights are dated 1949, 1953 and 1962 and are held by the University
of Iowa ,
The individual test titles , with the number of items in each
test, are shown in Table 1 (see p. 4).

Testing time for the entire

battery of n ine tests is approximately eight hours .
In addition to the n i ne tests, the ITED includes a summary
i ndex of educational development called the "composite score," to
which each of tests numbe r 1 through 8 contributes equally , 2

2
For a more detailed description of the ITED tests, refer
to Appendix B.
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Table 1.

The Iowa Tests of Educational Deve lopment (ITED)

Test number

Title of test

Number
of items

1

Unders tanding of Basic Social Concepts

90

2

Background in the Natural Sc ience s

90

3

Correctness and Appropriateness of
Expression

99

4

Ability to Do Quant itative Thin king

53

5

Ability to Interpret Reading Materials
in the Social Studies

80

6
7

Ability to Interpret Readi ng Materials
in the Natural Sciences
Ab ility to Interpret Literary Materials

80
80

8
9

General Vocabulary
Use of Sources of Information

60

75

The authors of the tes ts indicate that tests number 3 through
8 cons titute the "heart• of the battery , and that of par t i cular
im port anc e are tests number 5, numb e r 6 1 and number 7 1 which undertake to measure th e ability of the student to in t e rpret reading
materials in the social stu die s, the natural sciences, and literature , resp ec ti vely.

I n th eir manual, "How to Use the Test Results,•

the authors point out :
Wh i le construct e d in the external form of a reading
compreh ens i on tes t, these three tests are designed to
measure much more than generalized reading skills.
Essentially , they are in tended to measure the pupil's
abil i ty to do cr iti cal thinking in the broad areas
design a ted . They are concerned not so much with what
the pupil has le arne d in the sense of specific information , but rather with how well he can use whatever he
has learned in acquiring , interpreting-and evaluating
new ideas , in relat in g new i deas to old, and in applying broad concepts and generalizations to new situations
or to the solution of problems. (Lindqui st, 1962, p. 5)
The test ba ttery , as conceived by the authors , is designed for
two explicit purposes:

5
1.

To enable teachers and counselors to keep themselves

more intimately and reliably acquainted with the educationa l
development of each high school pupil .
2.

To pro vide the school administrator with a more dependable

and objective basis for evaluating the total education al offering
of the school.
Reli ability
Reliabilities for tests number 1 through 8, arrived at through
a split-test method, range from .81 to .94, with a median of .91.
Test 9 has a reliability of .88.

The standard e r ror of measurement

for tests number 1 through 8 is 1 .71 standa rd sco re points.
Limitations of existing data
Science Research Associates, Inc., (1957) indicate s that some
r ather extensive research has been done in using the test scores
as predictors of college success.

The most no ta ble of these

studies are discussed in detail in chapter two of this study.
In com menti ng on "explicit limitations" of existing studies,
the publishers of this bullet in list four areas indicating a need
for further study.

The y inc lu de:

1. The four an d one-half year f ollow-up studies
of college graduates reported by Bauernfeind and Masia
provide some of the most interesting and helpful data
reported to date . However, there are two limitations
to their data : (A) The data were limited to studies
of Iowa students who graduated from colleges in Iowa
only. (8) As is i nevitably the case in longitudinal
validation studies of this type, the numbers of cases
i nvolved i n the ultimate criterion samples became quite
small . It is therefore to be hoped that additional
"cross-check" stud ies can be initiated in other areas
where the ITE D program has been used extensively.

6

3

2. The ITED and GED studies of freshman success were
conducted largely in the Eastern and Midwestern sections of
the United States. To round out nur understanding of the
predictive efficiency of the ITED, i t would be helpful to
see validities agalnst freshman grades reported from representative colleges and universities in the Weste rn-Southern
sections of the nation,
3. With the growth of the College Board prog ram, the
ITED-SAT regression equivalences reported by Sirota will
likely be widely used by high school counselors and college
admissions officers. The fact that Sirota's data were
based on limited samples from the Eastern sections of the
nation suggests the desirability of checking and modifying
his equivalences in light of additional studies from other
geographic areas,

4. Although intercorrelations among the nine Iowa
tests are fairly high, multiple-correlation studies of the
separate scores against criteria of freshman success
should produce interesting theoretical data. Moreover,
it is possible that weighted scores, cross-validated on
independent groups, would yield higher predictive validities
than those derived from the present unit-weighted composite
of Tests 1-8. (Science Research Associates, Inc., 1957,
pp. 19-20)
Value of longitudinal studies
Although the prediction of academic performance has been the
subject of extensive res ea rch , more longitudinal studies a re needed.
In his review of research on the prediction of academic performance,
Lavin notes :
Almost all studies predict academic performa nce at
only one point in time. For example, most res ea rch on
3During World War II, the United States Armed Forces Institute
sponsored the developm ent of the General Educationa l Development
Tests (High School Battery). This battery was constructed for use
in evaluating the educational growth of U.S. military personnel at
the high school level . It provided five measures identical to five
of the nine areas of the ITED (ITED tests number 3-7) . It also
provides a "tot al score , " an average score to which each of the
five tests contributes 8qually. The first edition of the High
School GED Battery was based on a reproduction in total of tests
number 3-7 in Form X- 1 of the ITED. Subsequent editions of this
USAFI battery were constructed as parallel forms of these five
tests. Thus, data reported from studie s of t he High School GED may
be applied directly in inter preting student performance on the !TED.

7

college performance is actually concerned with the pre diction of grades in the freshman year. As a result,
we are ignorant regarding th e consistency of performance
and the degree to which it is predictable over time .
(Lavin , 1965 , p . 58)

A study designed to determine the validity of using ITED test
scores earned by students in the Cache County School Distri ct in
the prediction of academic success at Utah State University should
prove valuable.

This seems especially true in view of the following

facts :
1.

Increasing demands for technically and professionally

tr ain ed persons implies greater need for early identification,
for financial planning, and for encouragemen t of academically
talented students .
2.

Certain factors of homogeneity within the Cache Coun ty

Scho ol District make it particularly well adap t ed to a "crosscheck" study of the uti lity of the IT ED as a predictive dev i ce
in th e Rocky Mountain section of the country .

These factors

include :
a.

ITED t est scores are used extensively in counseling

with students in the Cache County School District .
b.

A large percentage of those students will attend

Utah State University.
3.

There is a need for more longitudinal studies to assess

the consistency of academic performance over pe riods of time, and
to determ i ne the degree to which this performance is predictable.

A SELECTED REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
Hundreds of studies concerned with the prediction of college
success have been reported in the literature.

The great majority

of these studies have been concerned primarily with the pre dictive
powers of measures obtained at the high school level, particularly
high school grades, scores on intelligence tests and scores on
achievement tests.

The writer takes no responsibility for a f irst-

hand review of all of these many studies.

Rather, he will cite,

in the first section of this chapter, some of the conclusions from
a few of the available summaries of such studies.

The major pur-

pose of this first section is to indicate to the reader the considerable magnitude of the correlation coefficients between college
success and the various types of measures obtained at the high
school level.

This will provide the reader with a standard of com-

parison against which to evaluate the results of the present study.
Summaries of earlier predictive

~

One of the most comprehensive reviews and discussions of the
problems of predicting college success is that by Segel (1934).

In

addition to his own study, he lists many of the studies conducted
by others prior to 1934.

Segel showed a median correlation coeffi-

cient of .44 for 103 correlations between the scores on 14 different
intelligence tests and college grade point averages.

For 23 studies

giving 48 correlation coefficients between college marks and high
school grades, the median correlation coefficient was .55.

9

Ha rris (1940), in his comprehensive review of various studies
of the prediction of college success , reports correlations of
college achievement with intelligence test scores, high school
grades, examinat i ons, and a large body of personal details and
background information on each student .

Correlations obtained

between college grades and intelligence test scores ranged from
,3 3 to , 64 .

He concluded that :

At a number of places intelligence test scores were
found to be the best single predictive device for grades,
But there are two other claimants to first honors,
namely : high school grades, and content examinations of
one sort or another . (Harris, 1940 , p. 125)
Mclaughlin (1950) summarized four studies reported by
Durflinger.

These studies considered correlation coefficients

between scores on content examinations in high school and college
grades, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2.

Summary of studies reported by Durflinger g1v1ng correlation coefficients between content examinations taken
in high school and college grades

Author of study

Date of study

Number
of
studies

Median
correlation
coefficient

H. R. Douglass

1931

67

.550

D. Segel
M. E. Wagner

1934

13

1934

88

.545
,560

1942

20

.475

G.

w.

Durflinger

Mclaughlin does not indicate whether there is duplication of
studies reported by the four authors cited in his study, but even
allowing for some duplication, these summaries represent a
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sig nif icant indicatio n of the relat ion ship of content examinations
to ac ademic performance i n college.
Conclusions drawn f rom earlier
predictive studies---- ------Summaries of the earlier research yield correlation coefficients betwe e n intelligence t est s c ores and college grades ranging
fr om .33 to ,64, wi th media n r ' s of about .44 .

Correlation coeffi-

c i ents between h igh s cho ol grades and c ollege grades were r ep orted
to be app roxim ately . 55, and corre lation c oefficients betwee n content examinations and col le ge grades r ange genera lly through the
low . 50's .

The results obtained in these f i rst studies have been supported by several studies conducted mo re r e cently.

McClanahan (19 48),

Berdie ( 1950), Stone ( 1954), Hen derson and Mas ten ( 1959 ) , Carse
(1960 ) , and Cass el and Stanc i k ( 1961), ha ve all reported correlation
coefficients between measure s of intelligence and achieve ment an d
c rit eria that are quite similar i n magnitude to those a lre a dy cited.
Lavin (1965) reviewed approximately 300 studies published in
the period 1953-1961 .

The correlation c oe fficients between intelli-

gence or achievement and gr ades which he reported average about
.50, with a range of from approximately ,30 to ,70,
One final study should be mentio ned here because of its geogr ap hic relevance t o this study.
( 1965 ) , at t he Un iver si ty of Utah,

This is the research of Jex
Je x has prepared a s eries of

tables which allows a hi gh s chool cou ns elor to predict grades in
a num be r of curricula in each of Utah's i nstitutions of higher

11
education.

This prediction is made by combining a weighted score

based upon the percentile rank in any of a wide variety of standardized achievement tests .

Jex found that the multiple correlation

coefficient between predicted and achieved grade point averages for
808 freshmen who entered Utah colleges in the fall of 1964 was .669.
Selected research

with~

ITED

Of 18 studies demonstrating predictive capacities of the ITED
battery, ten have been selected for careful consideration here
since they bear important relationships to the present study.
One of the first studies to use the results of the ITED was
conducted by Phearman (1948),

He compared high school graduates

who continued their education into college with those who did not.
His purpose wa s to discover what percentage of the academically
talented students actually continue their education into college.
The sample for th i s study consisted of 2,616 students who took part
in the Iowa Fall Testing Program in 1946.

In discussing the re-

sults of his study, Phearman points out that high school graduates
who enter college are of decidedly superior academic ability compared to those not entering college.
Phea rm an found that college students in the third quartile
earned ITED composite scores at or above the ninety-first percentile on the national norm .

College students at the second quartile

earned ITED composite scores at or above the seventy-fourth percent ile , and college students at the first quartile scored at or
above the fifty-second percentile on the national norm.
A comprehensive study of the ITED as a predictive instrument
was conducted by Rhum (1949), at the University of Iowa.

The
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sample for this study consisted of 1,090 i ndividuals who en ter e d
six Iowa colleges as freshmen in the summer or the fall of 1946.
Fr om this numbe r Rhum ide ntified a sub-grou p of 282 students
enrolled a t the University of Iowa, Iowa Stat e University of
Science and Technology (then known as Iowa Sta te College) and
Stat e College of Iowa (fo rm e rl y the Iowa State Teachers College)
for whom both ninth-grade and twelfth-grade ITED scores were
av aila ble .

College freshman gra de point averag es for th i s group

were corr e l ate d against each of six measures of hi gh school
a chi evement:
1.

Ninth - gr ade grade poi nt index,

2.

Twelfth-grade grade point index,

3.

Over-a ll high school grade point index,

4.

Perce nti le rank in high school gradu ating clas s,

5.

Ninth-g r ade ITED composite score,

6.

Twelfth-g r ade ITED com posite score.

Cumulative multip le correlation coefficients were computed by
adding successive indexes of high schoo l ac hievement to the previous
com bi natio n .

The results indicated tha t twelfth-grade ITED com-

posite sc ores and over-all h igh school grade poi nt indexes were
approximately equally effective as predictors of freshman scholarship, with correlation coefficients of .621 and .612, respectively.
These two mea su res , in combination, yield a multiple R of .669,
almost as l arge as the .673 obtained by employing all six measures.
A subst antial relationship , r = .572, was f ound to exist between
ninth-grade c omposite scores and first-college-year achievement.
The college freshman grade point averag es of two partially
overl ap pin g sub-gro ups composed of 634 and 766 students

wer~
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correlated against each of the six high school measures.

The

c orr e l atio n coefficients ranged from , 56 to ,66; the median correl atio n c oefficient was ,605.

The most efficient predictors were

over-all h igh schoo l grade point averages (.66) and twelfth-grade
grade point index (.62).

Ninth-grade and twe l fth - grad e ITED com-

posite sco r es yielded r 's of .58 and .59, respectively.

A sum ma ry

of IT ED composite scores a nd c ollege freshman gr ade point indexes
is shown i n Table 3.

Table 3.

A summa ry of ITED composite scores and college freshman
grade point in dexes (Rh um , 1949, p. 156)

I TED taken
in gr ade

College freshman grade
poi nt average

r

N

9

6 colleges combined

. 58

634

9

3 state colleges c ombined

.57

282

.63

144

9
9
9

a
University of Iowa
Iowa St a t e Universityb
State Col l ege of Iowa c

.56

14 0

.60

294

12

6 colleges combined

.59

766

12

3 state colleges combined

.62

282

12

Univ e r si ty of Iowa

.54

184

12

Iowa St ate Univ e r sity

.60

197

12

Sta t e Co l le ge of Iowa

.7 1

313

aNam e s of t hese three institutions have been changed since Rhum's
study. Current names ar e used throughout this s t udy. The Univer sity of Iowa was forme rly known a s the St a te University of Iowa.
bFormerly known as Iowa Stat e College.
cFormerly known as Iowa State Teachers College.

Rhum concluded that ITED composit e scores were well adap t ed
to the pre di cti on of college success.

However, he reco gnized that
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the following measures of high school achievement were nearly
equally effective :
1.

Over-all high school grade point index,

2.

Twelfth-grade ITED composite score,

3.

Percentile rank in high school graduating class.

It is noteworthy that ninth-grade ITED scores were almost as
accurate as twelfth-grade ITED scores in predicting freshman
grade point averages.
In his doctoral research at the University of Iowa, Mclaughlin (1950) studied the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS) 4 as
predictors of academic success in high school and college.

He

also studied relationships between elementary school achievem e nt,
as measured by scores on the I18S battery, and the persistence of
these relationships as the students progressed through higher
levels of education.
The results of this study show that scores on the ITBS administered in the eighth grade constitute relatively satisfactory
measures of general scholastic apt itude.

Zero-order correlation

coefficients of .61 to .76 were obtained between scores on the
various sub-tests of the ITBS and the composite score of the ITED,
administered three and one-half yea r s later.

The correlation co-

efficients between the composite scores on the two batteries was

.so.

4
The I owa Tests of Basic Skills were devised by E. F. Lindquist and A. N. Hieronymus and were published by Houghton Mifflin
Co., between 1940 and 1950. The f ou r available forms test pupils
in gr ades three through nine and consume approximately five hours.
The areas tested include vocabula ry, reading comprehension, language skills, work study skil ls, reading graphs and tables, knowledge of reference materials, and various arithmetic skills. Each
test contains se c tions of increasing difficulty, with some overlapping f or adjacent grades. All sections require the use of
skills i n meaningful contexts. Norms are based on a selected
national sample for each grade at the start, middle and end of the
year,
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Scores on the ITBS administered in the eighth grade also show
relatively h i gh correlations with academic success i n high schoo l
as measured by the four-year high school grade point ave ra ge .

The

correlatio n coeff icien t between the composite sc ores on the ITBS
and the four-year grade point average in high school was .59 .
Eigh th-gr ade ITBS scores also provide a fairly satisfacto ry
basis for the prediction of a c ad emic success as measured by grade
point ave ra ges at the end of the f i r st term or the first yea r of
college.

For the s ample of 310 students attending the three st ate-

s up po rt ed c olleges in Iowa, a c orrelat ion coefficient of .55 was
obtained between the compos i te score on the ITBS and the first -t e rm
gr ade point average, and of .54 betwee n t he c omp os ite score on the
ITBS and the first-y ea r-in-college grade poi nt average.

For the

samp le of students attending any junior college, college or univers ity (642 students), the correlation coefficients obtained were
slightly lower:

r

=

.4 8 and r

= .47,

respectively.

Ka c alek ( 1955) comp ar e d 11 var iab les with four-yea r high
school gr ade point averages in her work a t Iowa State University.
The variables used we re the Otis Intel l i gence Test sco r es, t he
nin e test s c ores of the IT ED , and the ITED composite sc ore.
ITED t est ing was a t the n int h-gr ade lev e l.

The

The corre lation co-

e ffic ie nts rang e d from .433 ( IT ED t es t number 4) to .668 (ITED
t es t number 3).
She also found t ha t a mu lt ip le corre lation c oe ffic ie nt of the
int e lli gence score and the ITED com posite score yielde d an R of
.6326.

This is not a great deal larger than the r of . 629 obtained

between th e ITED composi te score and the four-year high school
grade point average.
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It is interesting to note that the correlation coefficient of
.59 between the composite score on the ITBS administere d in the
eighth grade and the four-year high school grade point averages
r epo rted by Mclaughli n is very similar to the correlation of .629
between the ITED composite score (given in the ninth grade) and
the four-y ear high school gr a de point average reported by Kacalek .
Table 4 contains a summary of Kaca lek's s tudy.

Table 4.

Summary of comparison of 11 variables with high s chool
grade point ave rages (Kacalek, 195 5, p . 43)

ITED
test
number

Variable title

1

Understanding of Basic Social Concepts

.5185
.4688
.4 89 4

Otis Intelligence Quotien t

r

2

General Background in the Nat ur a l Sciences

3

Correctness and Appropriateness of Expression

.6685

4

Ability to Do Quantitative Thinking

.4326

5

Abil ity to Interpret Reading Materials
in the Social Studies

.6080

6

Ability to Interpret Reading Materials
in the Natural Sciences

.5840

7

Ability to Interpret Literary Materials

. 5225

8

General Vocabulary

.5365

9

ITED Composite Score

.6290

Use of Sources of Information

.5477

Bauernfeind and Masia (1956) conducted an investigation of the
predictive power of twelfth-grade ITED composite scores that invalved 3,441 Iowa high school seniors who met the following qualifications:
1.

Completion of the Iowa tests in the fall of their senioryear.
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2.

Graduation from high school in the s pring of 1949, 1950

or 1951,
3.

Subse quent enrollment in one of the 12 Iowa colleges.

The 12 sampl e s used in this study ranged in size from 30
to 932,
The correlation coefficients between ITED composite scores
and college grade point index at the end of the first year ranged
from .47 to ,72 in the 12 colleges; the median r was .62.
One of t he very interesting aspects of this study was an
attempt to determine whether ITED scores can be used to define
high school groups who will subseq uently graduate from college with
different subject majors and whether ITED scores can be used to
predict levels of colle ge success within specified coll ege majors.
In the four and one-half year follow-up study, the ITED tests
were found to provide useful predictors of over-all grade point
averages within each of the 13 curriculum areas studied.

The 130

correlation coef f icients ranged from -.07 to .58, with a median
value of .29.

Within the 13 curriculum are a s, the composite score

yielded correlation coefficients r anging f rom .21 to .46, with a
median value of .36,
Of particular in te rest in terms of differential prediction
are the correlation coefficients by test with college grade point
averages in the 13 curriculum a re as studied.

The ITED tests which

had the highest correlation coefficients with each of the 13
curriculum areas are l isted in Table 5 (seep. 18).
The findings of Bauernfeind and Masia are in general agreement
with those obtai ned by Phearman and Rhum.

They indicate t hat there

is a su bstantial relationsh ip between !TED scores and college
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success, and at the same time suggest that differential prediction
may be feasible at the high school l evel.

Table 5.

Correlation coefficients of ITED test scores with
curr iculum areas
Test
number

Curriculum area (majors)

r

Test
number

r

7

. 40
.37

Mathematics and natural science

6

.37

Biology

8

.45

Engineering

6

.37

8

Huma n ities and languages

1

.52

5

.39

History and government

6

.54

5

.47

Soci a l sciance

3

.50

6

.49

.30

.35

Business administration and
5

.32

8

Home e conom ics

4

.50

6

.36

Pharmacy

7

.42

8

. 41

Fine arts

9

.27

1 & 5 .25

comme rce

Sirota (1956) studied the r elationship between the ITED and
the College Entr ance Examination Boa rd Morning Exami natio n, a l s o
known as t he Scholasti c Aptitude Te sts (SAT).
samples were studied by Sirota.

Two independent

The first grou p had taken the ITED

in the fall and subsequently took the SA T in the winter of their
senior year in high sc hool.

The seco nd, a cross-check group, took

the SAT in the winter of their senior year and the ITED in the
spring of that yea r.

The average time lapse between testing for

eac h group was three months.
It was found by comparing a s c at t e rgr am of a ll ten ITED scores
with the SAT verbal and mathematical scores, that the ITED test
number 8 (vo c abu lary ) and the ITED composite score correlated most
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highly with the SA T-Verbal score.

ITED test numbe r 4 (quantita -

tive ability) and the ITED composite score correlated most highly
with the SAT-Mathematical score.

The corre l atio n coefficients f or

the two groups are shown i n Table 6.

Table 6.

Correlation coefficients between ITED test scores a nd
SAT scores (Sirota, 195 6, p. 3)
Correlation coefficients

Samp le ~ l
ITED test 8 -- SA T-Verb al
ITED composite score -- SA T-Verbal
ITED test 4

--

SA T-Mathem atical

ITED composite score -- SA T-Mathematica l
Samp l e .9.E.£!:!.P 3.
ITED t es t 8 -- SAT-Verbal
ITED composite score -- SAT - Ver bal
IT ED test 4 - - SAT -Math ema tical
ITED composite score - - SAT-Mat hematical

r

N

.7675

170

.8587

170

.8697

170

,6872

170

.8124

168

.849 9

168

.799 4

168

• 7216

168

A table of r egressio n equivalences was prepared wi th t his
da t a from which ITED scores can be compared with SA T scores.

As

i s see n , the relationship between ITED scores and SAT scores is
considerab le,

However, Sirota (1956, p. G) suggests that "regional

differ e nces in curriculum might affect the equivalence" since the
s amp le for the data was drawn from schools in the East.
Anothe r study which a ttempt s to determ i ne the predictive
powers of the ITE D battery and to investigate combination of test
dat a for pr ognostic purposes is th at of Ha nsmeier ( 1957) at the
State College of Iowa.

He used 19 va r i ables, including :
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1.

The nine ITED test sco r es ,

2.

The ITED composite s c or e,

3.

The sum of tests number 5 + 6 + 7 ( t he readi ng t est s) ,

4.

Percentile rank in class ,

5.

The American Council on Educ a tion Psychol ogical Examination

Q score ,
6.

The A. C. E. total score ,

7.

The Nelson-D enn y Re ad ing Te st vocabu lary score,

B.

The Ne ls on-Denny Readin g Test total score,

9,

The Cooperative English Test Mechani cs of Expression,

10 .

The Coope r ative English Tes t Effectiveness of Expression,

11.

The cumulative gr ade point ave rage for the freshman year,

The 401 students used in the sample were selected because of
homogeneity in age, maturity , a nd bac kground of formal e ducation,
A substantial relat i onship was found to exist between freshman
c ollege gra de point ave rag es and each of the 12 high school indexe s
of a chievement mentioned above.

The correlation coeffic ie nts ranged

from , 492 to ,711; the median and mea n were .596 and .603 1 respectively.

A summary of the findings is shown i n Table 7 (seep. 21).

In ccnsidering the relationship of class standing in high
school as compared to class st anding i n college, Hansmeier found
that of the 333 students who ranked in the upper one- half of their
h ig h school class , approximately 77 percent earned a freshman grad e
point index of 2.00 or above (on a 4 .00 scale) and of the 68 who
r anked in the lower one-half of their high school class , approximately 31 percent earned a freshman grade po i nt average of 2.00
or above.

The result wa s similar when comparing ITED scores above

or bel ow the 50 percentile with college grade poi nt averages.
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Table 7.

Correlat i on coefficients between 12 high school predictors and freshman - in - college grade point average
(Hansmeier , 1957 , p. 43)
Pred i cti ve index

r

SE

r

ITED compos i te score

• 711

.025

ITED tests number 5 + 6 + 7

.657

,0 28

Percentile rank in high school graduating class

. 657

.028

Nine ITED tests
Test 1 :

"Understanding of Basic Social
Concepts"

,631

.030

Test 8 :

"General Vocabulary"

.618

.030

Test 5 :

"Abil i ty to Interpret Reading
Materials in the Social Studies "

. 597

.032

Test 6:

"Ability to Interpret Reading
Materials in the Natural Sciences•

.594

.032

Test 3 :

"Correctness and Appropriateness
of Expression•

.590

.033

Test 9 :

"Use of Sources of Information•

.581

.033

Test 7 :

"Ability to Interpret Literary
Materials "

.577

.033

.532

.036

,492

.03 8

Test 2 :
Test 4:

"General Background in the Natural
Sciences"
"Ability to Do Quantitative
Thinking"

As is indicated in the table above, the ITED composite score
pr oved to be the best single predictor.

The best multiple pre-

dictor was a c ombination of the ITED composite score and high school
rank in class.

This produced an R of , 786 in relationsh i p with

freshman grade poi nt a verage s .
A study of 884 graduates from Oklahoma high schools who
subseq ue ntl y enrolled in college was conducted by Rootes (1 957),
The median correlation between ITED comp os ite sc ores and freshmanin-college grades i n her study was . 53.
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She found that college students in the third quartile earned
ITED composite scores at or above the eighty - fifth percentile on
the national norm .

College students a t t he second quartile earned

ITED composite scores at or above t he s i xty-second percentile, and
college students at the fi rs t quartile scored at or above the fortyfirst percentile on the national norm .

These quartile distribu-

tions are slightly lower than t hose reported by Phearman (see
p. 11 of this study).
O' Neill (1958 ) is the author of a very extensive study which
was conducted at Stanford Univer s ity.

His study was conduct e d for

the express purpose of prov id i ng informat i on regarding t he predictive efficiency of the ITED i n the colleges and universities in
the western section of the Uni t ed States , particu larly in five
colleges and uni vers i ties in Ca lifornia.

In addition to giving data

concerning predictio n of college grades , regression equatio ns were
also worked out between t he I TED and the College Boards Examination
(SA T) , and the ITED and A. C. E. Psychological Examinatio n ,
Two samples were used by O' Neill.

One was a group of 382

students who took the ITED in the fall of their tenth-grade year
(1951).

The other , a group of 304 students , took the tests in

the fall of their twelfth-grade year (also 1951 ) .
For the tenth-grade group , the ITED composite score was found
to correl ate most highly with the SAT-Verbal test score (r

= .89),

and the ITED test number 4 (quantitative abilit y) was found to
c orrel ate most high ly with the SAT -Ma themat i cal test score ( r = .77),
For the twelfth-grade group , the ITED test number 5 (reading in
the social studies ) score was found to corre late most highly with
the SAT-Verbal test score (r

= .70) ,

and the ITED te st number 4
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(quantitative ability) score was found to correla te most highly
with the SAT-Mathematical score (r = "85),

In this sample the

ITED composite score was fo und to correlate with the SAT-Verbal
scores (r

=

,67),

The correlation coefficients between ITED composite scores
and the freshman grade point avera ges for all f ive colleges combined
were .40 for the tenth-grade group and ,45 for the twelfth-grade
group,
A summary of the correlation s for each institution follows :

Table 8 .

Correlation coefficie nts for tenth- and twelfth-grade
ITED scores of students in the O'Nei ll study
Tenth grade
College entered

Twelfth grade

r

N

r

N

,67

54

.52

46

University of California at
Berkeley

.35

194

.51

83

San Jose State College

.26

69

.3 1

78

.35

62

Stanford Uni versity

Los Angeles State College
College of San Mateo

,42

65

.65

35

All five colleges combined

.40

382

,loS

304

Comparison with other studies discussed previously shows these
correlations to be lower.

O'Neill suggest s that factors contri-

buting to this might include the following :
1.

An extremely high le vel of student mobility at the high

school level where the ITED was taken,
2.

Highly selective admission standards at both Stanford

and the University of California at Berkeley ,
3.

Students who did not complete at least one year in a
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schoo l were not included in the study,
4,

Selective factors i n the sample obtaine d.

The corre l ation coefficie nt between ITED composite s c ores
and the A. C. E. total score f or th e tenth-grade grou p was ,64;
for the twelfth -g rade group the same relationship was ,85.
The correla tion c oefficient between the SAT-Verbal score and
the freshma n grade point average in college was .72 for the tenthgrade group, as compared to ,67 for the ITED composit e score and
the freshm an grade point ave r age.

The correlati on c oe ff i c i ent

between the SAT-Verbal test score and the fre shman grade point
a vera ge was .49 for the twelfth-grade group, as compared to .52
for the ITED compos ite score and the freshman grade point ave rage.
These diffe r ences were not statistically signifi c ant.
The r a nge of the correlation coefficie nt s between high school
gr ade point average and college f r es hm an grade point ave r a ge was
from ,42 to .75, with a median val ue of .52 .

The r ange of cor re -

lation for this same group between th e ITED composi te sc ore and
the freshman grade point average was .26 to ,67, with a median
va lue of .4 2.

Re gard in g this , O'Nei ll s ay s:

High school gr a de point ave ra ge seems to be a better
predictor of freshman-in-college gr ade point averag e than
does the ITED Composite Sco re. However, on the "t-test"
for significance th ere is not a significant difference
between the two predictions.
In conclus io n , it seems that t he ITED Composite Score
as a predictor of coll ege gr ade point average is as good
as are the College Board's SAT-Ve rb al, high school grade
point average , and the A. C. E . Tot al Score. (O 'Neill,
1958, p. 32)
One f ina l study des e rves consideration here .

Scannell ( 1958)

investigated annually obtained comparable achievement measu res as
predict ors of co llege success.

Also the pre dictive powe r of measures
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of school attainment was studied, using the measu r es sepa rately
an d in combin ation with achieveme nt test scores.

The measures

used we r e r esults of the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills for grades
four, six and eight; results of the ITED for grades nine through
twelve; rank in high s ch ool graduating class; high school grade
point av erage ; and four-year or cumulative college grade point.
The re s ults show the following:
1.

The accuracy with which gene ra l college academic success

wa s predicted from achievemen t test scores i ncr ease d year by yea r
from grade four thro ugh twelve.

The twelfth-g r a de ITED (summed

tests number 1 through 8) yielded mu l tiple correla tions of . 63 4
wi th fr es hm an gr ade po in t average and ,5 35 with four-year grade
point ave r age,
2.

Combinations of a ch i eve me nt test data obtained at several

points in students' ca reers were only slightly su perior in predictive pow er to the most r e cent r esu lt s ,
3.

High school gr ade point average was the best si ngle

predict or of college success, yielding a correlation coefficient
of .67 and .54 with fres hma n a nd four-y ea r co llege grade po int
ave r age, r espectively.

Ra nk in class was not highly predictive

for graduates of sm a ll high s chools.
4.

When restrictions in r ange of scores is considered,

elementary school tes t dat a correlate highly with college success,
The estimated correlation between grade-eight ITBS and freshman
grade point aver age i n college for a s ample representation of
eighth grade studen t s was ,5 8.

This finding suggests that pre-

diction of college success from elementary school test scores
can be as useful as pr edic tions from high school data.
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Summary

~

conclusions

It c an be s een from this r eview that a large numb er of studies
have been made of the predi ct ive power of measu res obt a ined for
high s chool students, used either singly or in combination.

Pri-

marily, these measures include scores on i ntell i gence tests and
on content examinat i ons ; grade averages and rank in graduating
class are other factors which have been considered.

Typically,

the correlation coefficients of the predictive measures with college
grades are of the approximate magnitude of . 55 , the best predictors
being high school grades or scores on objective tests of scholastic
aptitude.
It has also been shown by reviewing several rather recent
studies that correlation coefficients of various test scores on
the Iowa Tests of Educat i onal Development, used singly or i n combination with other measures of achievement , yield useful indexes
for inferences relative to future academic performance.

OBJECTIVES OF THE PRESE NT STUDY
As was i ndicated in chapter one , the primar y objective of the
present study is to investigate the relationship between high
school achievement, as indicated by cumulative gra de point average,
and scores earned on the ITED, by students attending North Cache
and South Cache High Schools in the Cache County School Distric t
of northern Utah, with their academic su ccess at Utah State
University.
To accomplish this objective, a number of hypotheses will be
considered :
1.

There is a significant relationship between actual academic

achievement in high school, represented by cumulative grade point
average, and academic ach i evement in college, represe nted by cumulative grade point average at the end of each college year.
2.

There is a significant relationship between academic

achievement in high school, as measured by the ITED, and academic
achievement in college, represented by grade point average at the
end of the first quarter and cumulative grade point average at the
end of the freshman year in college.
3.

Accuracy of predicting college achievement, represented

by grade point average at the end of the first college quarter and
cumulative grade po int average at t he end of the freshman year,
using high school cumulative grade point averege and ITED scores
as predictors, is increased by comb ining the predictors, using
multiple correlation technique.
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4,

Academic performance in college is consistent over time

and is predictable from hi gh school records of achi eveme nt .

There-

fo re , a consistent relationship exists between predictor variablee
and college ach i evement as measured by cumulative grade point
average at the end of the freshman year, the sophomore yea r, the
junior year, and at graduation from college .
5.

There is no signific a nt difference in t he pre dictive

efficiency of the variables used , between studen ts from Cache
County high schools attending Utah State Univers it y and studies
re por t ed fr om other geogr aphic areas of the United Stat e s concerning
student s atte nding colleges and

univer~iti es

in these areas using

similar data,
6.

Grades earned in specific co llege courses may be

predicted from records of high school achievement.

PROCEDURE
The sample used in this study was composed of 361 students who
met the following requirements :
1.

Graduat i on from North Cache or fr om South Cache High

Schools of the Cache County School District, Cache County, Utah.
2.

Complet i on of the ITED battery of tests in November of

their junior year of high school.
3.

Subsequent entry into Utah State Universi ty, where they

completed at least one quarter as regular, full-time students.
In selecting the students to be used in the sample, a list of
the names of all graduates from the two high schools for the years
1958-1960 was obtained.

It was felt that it would be nece ssary to

study the records of students from three consecutive graduating
classes in order to retain a large e noug h sample of st udents to
yield a population sufficiently large for longitudinal study.
The names of these graduates were then compared with the
"Li st Report of Scores " printed by the publishers of th e test.
In this way a list of high school graduates from th e Cache County
high sc hools who had taken the ITED tests was obtained.

Only

those gr a duates on whom complete ITED data were available were
retained for inclusion in the sample.
Data cards were then prepared for each student.

These cards

prov ided a c onven ient fo rm for th e s ummarization of ITED data and
the high school grade point average.

The ten scaled ITED scores

were transferred direc tly from the test publisher's "List Report
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of Scores . •

High school grade point average figures were

calculated by ass i gning the following weighted grade points to
letter grades :

Table 9 .

Conversion of letter grades to weighted grade points

Letter grade

Grade point

Letter grade

Grade point

A

4.00

c

2.00

AB+

3.66

1.66

3.33

CD+

B

3.00

D

1.00

BC+

2 .66

D-

0.66

2.33

F

o.oo

1.33

The sum of grade points for all classes taken in high school by
each student was divided by the total credit that student earned
to obtain his grade point average (GPA).
High school grades for each student included in the sample
were taken directly from the school's permanent student records.
This information was collected during the s ummer of 1963.
In the fall of that year the author attempted to gather the
neces sary data from the college records of these same students.
It soon became apparent that so few of the sample identified had
completed college that certain of the longitudinal aspects of the
study would have to be abandoned.

However, it was discovered that

a considerable number of the sample students were then in their
senior year of college.

The decision was made, therefore, to post-

pone completion of the study for one year in the hope of gaining
a larger sample of students who had progressed to that point in
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their college program.

It was hoped that this would make the

planned longitudinal study feasible.
During the summer of 1964 a progress report (an unofficial
transcript of work completed in college) for each of the students
previously identified was obtained from the Office of Admissions
and Records of the University.

This report includes each course

taken by the student, with the grade earned and the number of
quarter-hour credits given.

This information, combined with the

high school record and the ten ITED scores, constituted the data
for the present study.
In order that the data could be processed with electronic
data processing equipment, all data were coded and recorded on
IBM 555 Answer Sheets.

The following items for each student were

included on each sheet:
1.

An identification number,

2.

The ten scaled ITED scores,

3.

Grade point averages for the first college quarter,

4.

Cumulative college grade point average at the end of the

freshman year.
The following additional information was included where it
was available :
1.

Cumulative grade point average at the end of the college

sophomore year,
2.

Cumulative college gr ade point average at the end of the

college junior year,
3.

Cumulative college grade point average following graduation.

In addition, specific grades earned by each student in any of
the courses listed in Table 10 (see p. 33) were coded according to
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the scheme described above (in Table 9, see p. 30) and recorded.
The courses listed in Table 10 were selected f or study because
they fill the University's low er division general educatio n requirements as ou tlined in the Ge neral Cata log of Utah St ate University.
After the IBM sheets were prepared for each student, cont ai ni ng all the available data in coded form, the sheets were scanned
by an IBM 1230 optical scanner and the data were fed automatically
into an IBM 535 card punch ma chine .

Thus, data cards cont a ining

all available information for each student were prepared.
The method of ana ly si s th at was employed involved compari s on
of pr edi ctor cr iteria--high sc hool grade point averages and ITED
scores--with each of the college variables to establish multiple
regression equations and multiple R's for each variable.

This

necessitated the solution of a series of problems that had to be
programmed independently fo r computer analysis.

To f a cilitate

this process and t o utilize computer time mo re effi ciently, the
data card deck wa s duplicated tw i ce , producin g three identica l
decks of data cards .

Each deck could then be sorted on any given

varia b l e; th us, th r ee problems could be programmed and analyzed
in one pass thro ugh the computer.
Usi ng an IBM 1740 comp u ter , i ntercorrelations between all of
the predictor variables and each of the criteria variables were
computed .
The data was then analyzed by the Stat 03 computer program
of the Brigham Young Un ive rsity Computer Re search Center.

This

progr am was adapted fro m the UCLA Bimd. program number 29 - 03 /28/64.
In addition to the data on grades obtai ned for the courses
listed in Table 10, means and standard deviations were also computed
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T~ble

10.

List of courses included on IBM 555 Answer Sheets

Course
title
Ag. Econom i csa b
Ag. Econom icsa
Ag . Economic~a
Anth ropol ogy
Bacteriologya
Bacterio l ogy
Basic Communications
Basi c Communications
Basic Communications
Botany
Chemistry
Chemistrya
Chemistry a
Chemistry
Chemistrya
Chemistry a
Clothing & Textilesa
Economics
Economl.cs
English literature
Family & Child DRv.a
Food & Nutritiona
Geo logy a
Geology
History
History:
History
Historya
Histo ry a
Home Eco nomi cs a
Hort i culturea

Catalog
number
71
72
73
90
1

10
1

2
3
1

10
11

12
5

51

20
22
1

3
1
2
3
4
5

75

c

Catalog
number

Landscape Arch ite ct urea
Languages
Mathemati cs
Mathemati cs
Mathematics
Mathema t ics
Mathematics a
Musi c
Musi ca
Physiology a
Physics a
Physics:
Physics
Physics a
Physicsa
Physicsa
Poli tical Sciencea
Pol i tical Science
Psy chology

3
4
5

52

Course
title

Social Science
Sociology a
Sociology
Speech

20
34

35
46
97
1

101
4

17
18

19
20
21
22
1
lO

53
1

10
70

Theate r Artsa
Theate r Ar ts a
Vi sual Arts
Visual Artsa

c

1
2
1

10

Zoo logy (G en. Biology )
Zoology a
Zoology a

1
3

4

118

aNo statistical ana lys is com pari ng predi ctor criteria with course
grades was mad e f or t hese courses sin ce there were fewer than 30
students av ailab le in th em for the samp le .
bSee the Gene r al Catalog of Utah Sta te University for complete
course descriptions.
cAny co urse of lower di'lision ra nk is ac cept able to fill the
r equireme nt in Engl ish lit e r at ure.
Specified courses of both
upper and l ower divisio n rank wil l be accepted in both languages
an d speech. See the General Catalog of Utah State University for
the exact listing.
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for t he data.

Cumulative regression equations and multiple

regression correlation coefficien t s for each of the criteria
varia bles, where there was an N of at least 30, or greater, were
computed.

All variables were selected for inclusion in the re-

gres s ion equations if they provided an increase of at least .01
to the proportion of variance accounted for in each successive
regression .
The computer analysis also provided an analysis
for regression in each of the problems.

of variance

This showed the following

factors:
1.

Means,

2.

Standard deviations,

3.

Standard error of e s timate,

4.

Computed T values,

5.

Partial correlation coefficients,

6.

Comp uted F values for each term,

7.

The proportion of variance which might be attributed to

each independent variable in each problem.

RESULTS OF THE STUDY
Relationship between high school and
college grade point averages
A compar i son of the grade point average earned in high school
by the students i n the sam ple, with the grade point averages the
same students earned during their first year in college, shows
that there was a significant relationship , for this sample, between
ac t ual academic achievement in high school and similar achievement
during college.

Table 11.

Corre lat ion of high school grade point averages with
gra de point averages at various levels in college

College
level

Mean
high
s chool
GPA

SD

Mean
coll.-,ge
GPA

SD

First quarter

3.01

,64

2 . 25

,87

,676••

361

Freshman

3 . 10

.59

2,39

.70

293

Sophomore

3.18

.58

2 .61

.59

.706**
,662• •

Junior

3.23
3,29

.51
,50

2.76

.52

.655••

129

2.88

. 46

,688**

85

Senior
••p

<

r

N

203

.01 for all correlations on a two-tailed test of significance,

The correlation coefficients reported in Table 11 are Pearson
product moment correlations .

The t ratio for the correlation

coefficients are highly significant,
For the sample described in this study, these data clearly
support hypothesis number one postulated by the author (that there
is a significant relationship between actual academic achievement
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in high school and a cademic achievement in college).
Relationship between ITED ~ and college
freshman grade point averages
To test hypothesis number two (namely, that there is a significant relationship between academic achievement in high school
as measured by ITED and academic performance in college), Pea rson
product moment correlation coeffic ients were calculated between
each of the ten ITED scores and the grade point aver age after one
quarter of college and at the end of the freshman yea r.

These

correlations are shown in Table 12 :

Table 12.

Correlation coefficients between ITED scores and grade
point averages af ter one quarter and after one year of
college

ITED
test
number

Test title

GPA ,
GPA
first
freshman
quarter
year
(N
36l)(N = 293)
r

r

1

Understanding of Basic Social Concepts

.450**

.481••

2

Backg round in the Natural Sciences

.366**

.380••

3

Correctness and App ropriateness of
Expression

.566**

.548••

4

Ability to Do Quan titative Thinking

.413**

. 435••

5

Ability to Interpret Reading Materials
in the Social Studies

.461**

.450**

6

Ability to Interpret Reading Materials
in the Natural Sciences

. 437 ••

. 421* *

7

Abi l ity to Interpret Literary Materials

.532**

.545**

8

General Vocabulary

.468**

.439**

Composite Score

.532**

.541**

Use of Sources of Information

.489**

.485••

9

••p , .01 for all correlations on a two-tailed test of sig nificance.
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With the large N for each criterion, the smallest t ratio is
6.B51.

Thus, all correlations are sign ifi cant and hypothesis

number two is supported.
The single ITED variable which correlated most highly with
the grade point average after one quarter and at the end of one
year of college was test number 3, "Correctness and Appropriateness
of Expression," having a correlation coef ficient of .566 and .54B,
respectively , with the criterion.

Both t he composite score and

the score for test number 7, "Ability to Interpret Literary
Materials" correlated nearly

thi~

high on both criteria.

Test number 2, "Background in the Natura l Sciences," seems
to bear the lowest rel ations hip with freshman college grade point
average, correlating .366 and .3BO, respectively, with each criterion.

The t value for this low correlation coefficient is 7.46,

which is significant beyond the .01 level of confidence on a twot ai l ed test .

Values on all other tests are higher; thus, it can

be seen that hypothesis number two is supported.
It may be noted that a comparison of the magnitude of the
correlation coefficients between each of the various ITED tests
with the criterion indicates that there is a marked difference i n
predictive efficiency among the tests of the ITED.
Relationship between predictor variables and
freshman criteria using multiple correlation
technigue
Hypothesis number three is concerned with increasing the
accuracy of prediction.

It is suggested that greater accuracy i n

prediction may be achieved by combining certain of the predictor
variables in a multiple correlation paridigm.

Accuracy greate r
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than t ha t obtain e d with Pearson r's would be reflected in higher
correlation coefficients using the multiple correlation.
The r between high school grade point average and the grade
point average at the end of the first quarter of college was .676.
The r's between each of the ITED scores and the first college
quarter grade point average ranged from .366 to .566 (see Table 12,
p. 36).

When scores from ITED test number 7, "Ability to Inter-

pret Literary Materials," were .;ombined with high school cumulative
grade point average, a multiple R of .700 was obtained.
The r between high school grade point average and the cumulative grade point average at the end of the freshman year in
college was .706.

The r between each of the ITED test scores and

the freshman college cumulative grade point average ranged from .380
to .548 (see Table 12 , p. 36) .

Combination of cumulative high

school gr a de point average and the score s of ITED test number 7,
"Ability to Interpret Literary Materials, test number 4, "Ability
to Do Quantitative Thinking," and test number 6, "Ability to Interpret Reading Materials i n the Natural Scie nces,• produces a
multiple R of , 742.

Comparison of these R's with the correlation

coefficients reported in Tables ll and 12 (see pp. 35-36) indicates
that greater accuracy is obtainable by employing the multiple correlation technique, as reflected in correlation coefficients of
greater magnitude when t his technique is employed.

Hypothesis

number three is thereby supported.
Relationship between predictors and criteria at
the end of each college year
Table 13 ( see p. 39) presents multiple correlation coeffic ie nts between combinations of high school grade point averages
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and selected ITED scores with cumulative college grade point
averages at the end of each of the four years of college work,

Table 13 .

Multiple R's combining selected ITED scores with high
school and college grade point averages

College y_e ar

R

N

Freshman GPA

.742**

293

Sophomore GPA

.705••

203

Junior GPA

.702••

129

Senior GPA

.735••

85

••p , ,01 for all correlations on a two-tailed test of significance.

The data in Table 14 show which predictor variable contributed
to the R's reported above at each criterion level.

Table 14.

Year

Freshman

Sophomore

Variables selected for inclusion in the multiple
correlation between predictors and each collegeyear GPA, with resulting additive R's

ITED
test no.
7

4
5

3

7

Junior

1
3

Senior
2

Variable title
High school GPA
Ability to Interpret Literary Materials
Ability to On Qua ntitative Thinking
Ability to Interpret Readi ng Materials
in the Natural Sciences
High school GPA
Correctness and Appropriateness of
Exp ression
Ability to Interpret Literary Materials

R

.705
.728
.735
.742
.552
,597
.706

High school GPA
Understand ing of Basic Social Concepts
Correctness and Appropriateness of
Expression

.702

High school GPA
ITED cumulative score
Background in the Natural Sciences

,688
.728
.736

.655
.689
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As was hypothesized, these correlation coefficients are indeed
similar in magnitude at each of the various academic levels and
therefore demonstrate the validity of attempting to predict academic
success in college beyond the freshman year from high school
variables.
Comparison of the results of this study with
studies from other geographic ~
A comparison of the correlation coefficients reported above
with correlation coefficients using similar predictors and criteria
as reported in chapter two shows a very similar general relationship to the magnitude of the correlations.
Rh um (1949, see pp. 11-14 of this study) reported an r of .612
between high school grades and freshman grade point averages for
a sample of students who attended colleges and universities in
Iowa .

There is no significant difference between this c orr e lation

coeff icie nt and the r of .706 between freshman grade point averages
and high school grade point averages re po rted in the present study.
The critical ratio f or the di fference between these r's was
determined by using the method described by Garrett (1959, pp. 241 242).

This method involves c onverting the r ' s to Fisher's z-

functions.

The t r atio for the two correlation coef ficie nts re-

po rt ed in the above pa ra graph is 1.91, which is below the value
required fo r significance above the .05 level of confidence.
Rhum (1949) also reported an r of .621 between composite ITED
scores and college freshman grade point average.
two variables in t he present s tu dy was .541.
between t he se r's is 1 .62.

The r for these

The critical r a tio

This again indicates no significant

difference between these r 's.
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Bauernfeind and Masia (1956, see pp. 16-18 of this study)
examined a large sample of students from Iowa high schools who
a tt ended one of 12 Iowa colleges .

Using various ITED scores an d

high school grade point averages as predictors, they reported
correlation coefficients with college freshman grade point
averages ranging from ,47 to .72, with a median r of .62.
The correlation coefficients rep orted by Hansmeier (1957,
see pp. 19-21 of the present study) for students from Iowa scho ols
attending S t ate College of Iowa, using va r iables that were very
similar to those reported by Bauernfeind and Masia, ranged from
.492 to .71 1, with a median of .596 and a mean of .603.
Sc annell (1958 1 see pp. 24-25) a l s o studied Iowa students
attending Iowa colleges.

He reported an r of .67 between high

school grade point averages and college freshman grade point
averages.

As noted above, the r between high school grade point

average and college freshman grade point averages in the presen t
stu dy was .742.

The r between high school grade po i nt ave r age and

the four-year cumulative college grade point ave rage was .688 .
Th e co rr elation between high school grade point averages and fr eshman gr ade poi nt ave ra ges is not significantly different between the
present study and those report ed in the studies of Iowa students.
However, the correlation coefficient between h i gh school grade
point ave r ages and grade point averages at the end of four years
of college reported in t he present s tudy is significantly different
f rom correlation coefficients reported by Scannell on similar
variables, th e critical ratio being 6.94.
Ro otes ( 1957, see pp . 21-22 of this report) studied Oklahoma
high schoo l students wh o attended college in that state.
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She reported a median r of .53 between !TED composite sco r es and
c oll ege freshman grades .

This is very similar to the r of . 54 1

between these variab l es fou nd in the present s tud y.
The study conducted in California by O' Neill ( 1958 , see
pp. 22 - 24 of this work) showed r's r anging from .42 to .75, wi th
a median of .52 between high schonl grade point ave rag es a nd
college freshman grade

~ oint

ave r ages,

The cor rel a tion coefficient

he reported between twelfth-grade !TED composite scores and college
freshman grades was .45.

Th is c orrelation , although sig nific antly

di ff ere nt from th e .541 r epo r ted in this study for t he same variab les at the Dl level , is not sig ni fic antly different at t he .05
l eve l ; the cr i t ical r atio is 2.00.
I n summary, al thou gh there ar e some differences in the magnitude of correlation coefficients between pred ictor s and cri te ria
in the various studies reported (with one excepti on ) those correlation coe ff icients are not significa ntly different statistical ly
from similar correlation coefficients found i n the pre sen t study.
That s ingle ex c ep tion was th e diffe r en ce between the correl at ion
coeff i cient between high school grade poi nt av er a ges and the fouryear cumulati ve college grade point averages reported in the
present study and that reported by Sc annell .
These re s ults , then, at l east partially confirm hypothesis
number five (that there is no significant difference between
studies using Cache County, Utah , students with th ose of students
from other geographical areas) and indicate t hat the ITED used in
conjunction with high school grades i s a statistically efficient
techn iq ue in predicting college success at Utah State Universi ty,
using students from Cache County high sch ools .
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The prediction of specific college ~ grades
from records of high s chool achievemen t
Mu lti ple co rr elation coefficients and mu lti ple regression
equat ions wer e computed for each of the courses li ste d below .
The criterion for selecting any course for study was that there
had to be grades on at lea st 30 students in the original sample
ava ilabl e.

While 51 courses were origi nall y identified for study,

imposition of the r est r ictio n described abo ve reduced the number
which was a ctuall y studied to 25.
Multiple correla tio n coefficients and multiple regression
equations were a lso computed to pred i c t gr ade point averages at
each of t he four s chol astic le ve ls in colle ge .
Data for thi s prediction study a re shown in detail in
Tab le 15 (see p . 44).
The English literature classes lis ted in Table 15 incl uded
gr a des ear ned in any lower division courses l i sted in the General
Ca talog of Utah State University.

All s uch courses are accepted

as filling the ge ne ral education requ i rements.

Any upper division

foreign lan gua ge course ( with the instructor ' s appro val ) or up to
five cred i t hours in a lower divisio n langua ge course can be used
toward the general education requ i rements.

Speech courses numbered

1, 4, 15, 21, 24 , 81, 105 , 110 and 113 may also be counted.

4

A table showing the data used to predict specific course
grades appears in Appendix A.

The following data appear in this

table :
1.

The mean and standard deviation of the grades for each

course ;

4 This informatio n is as list ed in the General Catalog for
1953-1954 and is sub j ect to occasional variation in other editio ns.
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Table 15.

Multiple correlation coeff i cients between pre dictors
and specific course grades

Cou r se

Mean
Grade

SD

R

N

Bacteriology 10

2 . 42

0.98

.626 **

85

Basic Communications la

2 .10

1.16

• 724**

333

Basic Communications 2a

2 . 34

1.12

,637 **

276

Basic Communications 3a

2.28

1.07

,641**

267

Botany 1

1.97

1.20

.792**

39

Chemistry 3

2 . 45

1.06

.645••

38

Chem i str y lD

2 . 02

1.21

.730* *

81

Eco nomics 51

2 . 06

1.16

,6 40**

134

Econom ics 52

0.94

. 678**

64

English literatureb

2 .3 1
3,02

0.90

.503 **

70

Geology 1

2 , 53

0,96

.561**

75

History

2.29

0.97

.698**
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Languagesb

2.61

1.13

.5 55**

87

Mathematics 20

2 , 29

1.05

.677••

Ma them a tics 34

2.15
2 , 37

1.19

.581**

80
144

1.03

.574**

135

1.21

.639••

88

Music 1

1.99
2,90

1.09

.471**

135

Polit ic al Science 10

2, 46

1.12

Psychology 53

2.30

0.91

.600**
.568••

255

Social Science l

2.58

1.20

.735••

50

Sociology 70
Speechb

2.42

0.99

.596••

158

3,04

0,81

.403**

73

Visu al Arts 1

2.42

0 , 97

.7 17••

50

Zoology l (Gen. Bi ology )

2.53

1.12

.42 8••

134

Mathematics 35
Mathemati c s 46

87

••p < .01 for all correlat i ons on a two-tailed test of significance ..
aRequired for all freshmen students.
bAll lower div i s i on English courses are accepted toward general
education requirements. See p, 43 f or full information concerni ng the acceptability of va r ious courses i n speech and la nguages.
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2.

The mean and standard deviation of cumulative high s chool

grade point averages for the sample used ;
3.

The mean and standard deviation for each ITED t es t

selected for inclusion as a predictor variable;
4,

The multiple correlation coefficient for eac h pre di ctor

as it was added to previous predictors, the final R reported being
the R reported in Table 15 (seep. 44);
5.

The standard error of estimate for each pre dict ed grade

obtained f r om any corresponding variable;
6.

The number included in the sample fo r each c ourse.

Als o in cluded i n the table is the multip l e regression equation ,
giving constants and beta weights for each variab l e used i n the
prediction of the specific course grade.

In addi t ion t o the da ta

necessary for the prediction of grades for the courses listed
above, the table also presents similar data for pred icti ng the
cumulative grade point average after each scholastic l eve l of college.
Summary
The data presented in chapter five attest to t he va lue of
us ing the Iowa Tests of Educatio nal Deve lopment i n conjunction
wi th hig h s chool grades as pre dicto rs of college s uccess.

The

r a nge of th e var iou s multiple correlation coefficients presented
is from ,403 to ,792, with a med ia n R of ,641 and a mean R of .557.
High s chool gr ad es consistent l y bore the closest r el at io ns hip to
gr ades in college.

Ho wever, in most cases , corre l at ion coeffi-

cients use d i n the predictio n of specific course grades were
substan tia ll y larger by successive addition of scores from the
ITED in the mul ti ple cor r e la tion al proce dure .

DISCUSSION
Introductio n
The prediction of academic performance pres ents a multitude
of prob l ems in identifying and controlling variab les which may
cause variation in the performance.

Lavin (1965 , p . 43) lists

three factors which he says " • • • emerge as basic correlates
of aca demic performance. "

These are ability , sex, and socio-

e c onomic status.
The prese nt study has been concerned only wi th ability as it
is reflected in grades earned and scores made on an achievement
test battery .

This probably represents a rather serious lim ita-

tion, not only of the present study, but of mu ch of the " act uarial" type of researc h ( research designe d to identify predictor
variables wi thout studying why they predict) which is reported in
chapt er two.
None of the data reported in the study i s dichotomized according to sex.

Howe ver , the sample did include a fairly equal number

from each sex, there being slightly more boys than girls.

Never-

theless , since the present study deals only with "students," and
not with "male or f emale students," the reader is forced to ignore
what may be a very important va r iable in consideratio n of the data.
Regarding socio-economic status , the students involved in
this research are nearly all rural, middle-class youth.
resp e ct they represent a ve ry homogeneous sample.

In this

Therefore,

generalization fr om the data of this study should again be tempered
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with caution.

The variables inhe rent in the cultural and socio-

economic background of the present subjects may or may not
i nva l i date infer enc e from these data to other popu lations.
The basic focus of the pre sent study, then, is the pre diction
of college academic performance based upon two types of ability
measures taken in high school.

These are high school grades and

scores earned on an achieve ment test , the ITED battery.
There seem to be ample jus t ifications in combining these two
t ypes of measures in the ques t for more efficient pred i ction.
Grades have consistently prove n to be the "best• predictors of
future a c ademic performance.

This was indeed bo rne out in the pre-

sent study, as the correlation coefficients between grade point
a ver a ge i n high school were ,676 an d ,706 , respectively, with grade
point avera ge at the end of the first quar te r a nd at the end of the
freshman year i n college; while the ITED composite score correlated
.532 and ,541, respe ct ively, with the same cr ite ria,

Still, it

may be argued that grades a lo ne a r e not directly comparable since
not all students take the same cou r ses, wit h some types of major
subjects bein g mo r e difficult tha n oth ers, and since teachers use
different criteria for assigning grades.
An achievement test presents a fairly standard kind of experience which may tend to control s ome of the subjectivity of grades.
Su ch a device may also be used to assess certain characteristics
of "ability" not necessarily reflected in grades alone.

Thus,

th e r e is merit in utili zing bo th types of high school records
in attempting prediction of college success,
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Relatio nship of high school grades
to college performance
It may be argued that only academic subje cts should have been
included in the c alcul a tion of grade point averages since the ITED
measures essentially cognitive or intellective skills,

However,

since the University requires students to take such non-academic
classes as physical education, and since many students take other
skill classes as college electives, it was felt that total cumulative high school grade point average has a more mea ningful relati onship to the demands of college than would a selected academic high
school grade point average.

One may argue further that, since

grades in ski ll cla sses such as physical edu c a tion generally have
a low correlation with grades in academic subjects, their inclusion
in a cumulative grade point average would interfere with its
efficiency for differential prediction,

Probably one of the limita-

tions of the present study is that specific course grades in high
school were not compared with similar course grades in college,
One of the questions which occurs in considering the data
reported in chapter Five concerns the correlation coefficient between high school and college fre s hman grades.

Although the two

correlati ons reported are not significantly different in mag nitude,
one wonders why the correlation between grades at t he end of the
freshman year and high school grade point average is s lightly
larger than the correlation between high school gr a de point average and first quarter gr ad es.

Characteristically, longitudinal

research reports lower correlation coefficients when the time
lapse between performance of the pred ictor tests and the criteria
tasks is allowed to increase.

An example of this is the corre-

lat ion coefficien t reported by Scannell (1958) of ,67 between high
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school grade point average and freshman grade point average, and
of ,54 between high school grade point average and grade point
average after four years in college.
One of t he reasons why correlation coefficients tend to
decrease when training le ve ls i ncrease is that there is an increasing restriction in the range of ability represented in the
sample as training increases.

In other words, there is a tendency

for low er ability students to drop out of school and higher ability
students to persist.

Thus, there is less variability and corre-

lation coefficients decrease .

In the present data there was a

slight inc r ease in the magnitud e of the correlation coefficient
from first quarter to freshman cumulative grade point average.
This increase in obtained correlation coefficients, though not
statistically significant, may perhaps reflect some of the pr oblems
mentioned above regarding grading practices.
The data presented in Table 11 (see p. 35) and Table 13 (see
p. 39) tend to support the assumption that better students pe rsist in c ol lege while students of lower ability drop out.

Although

no direct comparisons were made between students who r ema in in
school and those who do not, some worthwhile observations might
be suggested from the data that are available.
Table 11 shows that those students who persisted in college
got increasingly higher marks as their college programs continued.
It may be assumed that students who persist in college are more
capable students in terms of academic ability.

The students who

persisted in college also earned better grades in high school than
th ose who started college but did not complete one year.

The mean

high schoo l grade point average for the portion of the sample who
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completed the freshman year was 3.10, SD .59 , while the mean for
the total sample was 3.01, SD .64.

This trend is a lso consistent

at the other scholastic levels in c ollege , as can be seen in
Tables 13 and 14 (seep. 39),
It may also be reasoned that, in filling his general education
requirements during his first years in college, a student will en counter some courses outside the range of his highest abilities
and aptitudes.

However, when he begins his major studies, he will

be wo rking within the scope of his best interests and abilities,
This factor may tend to improve his grade point average somewhat,
Relationship of !TED variables
and college performance
The ability to use words and word concepts has long been
thought to be a critical factor i n successful perform an ce in college.
Stude nts are expected to read books, listen to lectures and write
examinations and papers.
of verbal ability.

All of these tasks require high lev e ls

Although the entire ITED battery samples

verbal ability, it was interesting to note that the two !TED tests
which correlated most highly with freshman grade point averages
were test number 3, "Correctness and Appropriateness of Expression, "
and test number 7, "Ability to Interpret Literary Ma teri als. •

Taken

together, these two tests would seem to measure important variables
in successful completion of the freshman year at Utah State University ,

It should be remembered that all freshmen at Utah State Uni-

varsity are required to complete, successfully, the t hree quarters
of Basic Communications, a course which puts a great strain on
students not well equipped in verbal and written expressio n .
The correlation coefficients between the various ITED scores
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and freshman grades we re noted in Table 12 ( seep. 36),

As was

noted above, the single ITED varia b le which correla ted most highly
with gr ade point ave r age after one quarter and at the end of one
year of college was test number 3 , "Correctness and Appropriateness of Expression," having a correlation c oefficient of .566 and
,5 48, respectively , with the criteria.

Both the composite score

and test number 7, "Ab ility to Interpret Literary Materials,"
correlated nearly this high on bo th criteria.

Test number 2,

"Background in the Natura l Sciences," seems to bear t he lowest
relationship with f r eshman grade point average, correlating .366
and ,380, respectively, with each criterion.
While these correlation coefficie nts are all significantly
related statistically with the criteria, it is apparent that there
a r e marked differences in the relative relationship of the various
predictor variables with different criteria .

As wi l l be noted below,

although the correlation coefficient between ITED tes t number 2 ,
" Background in the Natural Sciences, " and freshman grades is rel ative l y low, this variable accou nts f or considerable var i ance in
ma ny of the mu lt iple r egression equations developed to predi ct
s pecifi c course grades .
tive value.

As such, it possesses significant predic-

This statement is, of course, true of other ITED vari-

ables, especially the Eng lish tests and the composite score.
Compari so ns of data from the present
study and othe r studies rev ie wed
It was mentioned in chapter fi ve that there is a similar general
r e l a t ionship between correlation co e ff i ci en ts in the present study
and co eff i cients on compar ab l e da ta from other studies reported in
chapter two.

This is part i cularly true in r's between high school
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and college grades and with the multi ple R's.

However, there is

some variation in the magnitudes of ITED scores among the various
studies reported.

And there are also notable diffe r ences amon g

which the ITED tes ts correlate most highly with vari ous criteria.
Rhum (1949), Bauernfeind and Mas ia ( 1955), and Hansmeie r ( 1957)
all rep orted r 's of .50 to .52 between ITED composite scores and
freshman grade point averages.
in Iowa .

These studies were all conducted

Rootes (1957) conducted a study in Oklahoma, showing an

r between these variables of . 53.

This is ve r y simila r to the r of

.54 obtained in the present study and slightly higher than the r of
.45 r epo rt ed by O'Nei ll ( 1958) in a study conducted in Cali fornia.
Although the differences between the correlation coefficients r eported from studies in Iowa and the th re e studies from other states
are not different statistically , the fact that the three non-Iowa
studies referred to are consistently low er may suggest that certain
di fferences do exist which might be attributed to factors cha racteristic of specific geographic locations.
late about these diffe r ences.

One can only specu-

Pe r haps there are sig nif ica nt

curricular differences in the schools involved.

The ITED wa s

originally developed, in part at l east, to assess Iowa educatio na l
systems.

Therefore, the content of the test battery may ha ve a

cl oser relationship to Iowa's school cur ric ulum than it does to
curriculum developed in other states.

Ne ve rt heless, the corre-

lation coefficients r eported above for the non -I owa a r eas a r e of
sufficient magnitude to make the te s ts a useful pred ictive instrumen t in ar eas other than Iowa.
Some of th e variatio n referred to above can no doub t be
ac co unted f or i n different sampling pr ocedu r es from study to study.
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For example , the present study involved students who took the ITED
in their eleventh grade in high school, while the studies by Hansmeier and by Bauernfeind and Masia used ITED scores from twelfthgrade students.
A second area where there seems to be some difference between
the various studies, involves the relative predictive efficiency
of the various ITED variables themselves .

Most studies reviewed

i ndic ate that the ITED composite score is the most efficient predictor.

However, in the pr esent study the r ' s between the composite

score and criter i a were slightly lower than the r ' s between tests
number 3 and number 7 .

Hansmeier (1957) found the tests on social

studies, general vocabulary and natural sciences all to have higher
corr ela ti on with freshman grades tha n t he test for correctness of
exp re ssio n .

Although the differences in the magni t ude of t hese

correlation coefficients is not great, the fact that variations do
exist f r om study to study may tend to support the idea that c ur ri cular differences do exist betwee n institutions of learning.
Although the correlation coefficients f or the various ITED
variables were lower in t he present study than i n some other studies
report ed, when the ITED scores were com bined with high school grade
point averages in the mult iple correlation, the multiple R's obtained were very similar to R' s reported from studies in other
geographic areas.

Thus, the conclusion is warranted that the ITED

is a useful instrument for predicting academic suc cess at Utah State
University from a population of students from Cache County schools.
Predi ction of specific ~ grades and
predicted grade point averages
Perh3ps one of the most useful aspects of the present study
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was t he development of a se r ies of multiple regression equatio ns
which will al l ow for prediction of specific course grades and
grade point averages at various scholastic levels of co ll ege,
This should be of val ue, not only i n helping studen t s to assess
the reality of their be i ng able to complete the gene ral educati on
requirements of the University, but a lso in making s pecific
occ upational and ed uca ti onal plans,

For example, if a high school

s tudent says he wants to majo r in forestry, but find s his predicted
gr ade in botany to be low, he may want to consi der taking classes
in high school which wi ll strengthen his back gr ound in this field.
Dr he may wish to r e-evaluate his plans.
Caution ne e ds to be exe r cised in two a r ea s when wor kin g with
the multi ple regression equations which appea r i n Appendixes A and C.
Fi r st, one should note that the grades ar rived at by use of these
eq uations are predicted grades.

For ea ch grade so developed, there

is a s ubsta nt ial standard error of estimate.

Cau t ion should be

exe rci sed in working with a ny student using pre dicted grades so
that he does not mis understand t he mean ing of the grade and place
undue emphasis on its significance.
The se c ond area of c aution concerns the number of cases used
in arriving at the regression equ ati on s .

For many of the courses

th e N is large and probably refl ect s a reasonably representative
samp le of the popu lation .

However, f or sev e ral of the courses

t he N is r e lati vely small , 35-40 s tudents .

In working wi th re-

gression equations from the s e data , extra caution should be emp loyed,
noting es pecially t he size of the corre la tion coefficient and the
standa rd error of estimate,
When the appropriate limitations of multiple regression
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equations are understood and they are used judiciously, they provide
useful information in assessing the reality of specific educational
programs.

It is hoped that the tables presente d in the present

s tudy will be understood and used in this manner .
Some interesting obse rv ations may be made by studying the
variables that were selected for inclusion in the multiple regression equations that appear in Appendix A.

As was noted earlier,

all variables were selected for inclusion in the regression equations
if they provided an increase of at least .0 1 to the proportion of
variance added to each successive regression .

Therefore, each

variable selected contributed cert ai n factors which account for
different variance in each prediction.
In predicting course grades in freshman English (Basic Communications), it may be noted that !TED test number 7, "Interpretation of Literary Materials," was added to high school grade point
average for prediction of the grade in Basic Communications l; !TED
test number 3, "Correctness and Appropriateness of Expression,"
comb in ed with high school grade point average for prediction of
grades in Basic Communications 2; and !TED test number 3 and test
number 9, "Use of Sources of Information," were c ombi ned with high
school grades to predict the grade in Basic Communications 3.

The

f i rst course emphasizes an introduction to literature, the second
is a review of grammar, and a research paper is a major project of
the third .

Thus, the !TED variables that were selected for inclu-

sion in the various multiple regression equations are logically
consistent with the content of the courses they predict.
The same relationship holds true in predicting mathematics
grades .

The one predictor variable consistently chosen is ITED
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test number 4 , "Ability to Do Quantitative Thinking."
If the tests of the ITED can then be considered to measure
discrete va r iables which bear significant relationship with course
content, some moot questions may arise from apparently inconsistent features in selection of variables for prediction of grades
in certain courses.

For example, why do two reading tests and the

test for use of sources of information contribute to prediction of
Mathematics 34 (Intermediate Algebra) but were not included in prediction of grades in Mathemati cs 35 (College Algebra)?

What is the

relationsh i p between ITED test number 7, "Interpretation of Literary
Materials " and grades in Mathematics 46 (T r igonomet ry) ?

What is

the relationship between readings in the social studies and grades
in Chemistry 3?
Pe rhaps part of the answer to th ese questions lies in sampling
errors ; perhaps the importance of a general intelligence factor is
significant.

Howe ver, the present research is not designed to

provide specific answers to these types of questions.
Relationship between predictors and
long itudi nal criteria
It has already been pointed out that students who persist in
college and graduate also tend to be students who have made good
grades in high school.

Table 13 (see p. 39) presents multiple R's

between predictor variables and grade point average at the various
scholast i c levels in college .

The correlations are relatively

high , ranging from .702 to .736.

They are consistent in magnitude,

suggesting that longitudinal prediction is a valid procedure.
would be expected , the correlations are slightly lower for each
successive year except for the senior year.

This inconsistency

As
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may be partially understood by examining the cumulative mean grade
point averages at each scholastic lev e l .

This data is reported in

Table 11 (see p. 35).
The r of .705 between freshman grade point average and high
scho ol grade point average is consistent with the r of .57 reported
by Sc an nell (1958) for similar data .

But the r of .588 reported

in the present study is inconsistently high compared to the r of
.54 r epo rted by Scannell comparing high school grade point average
with four-year college grade point average.
This inconsistency reflects a sampling bias peculiar to the
85 students who had com p leted college course work at the time the
da ta were drawn .

These students were not randomly selected but

were the residual of the original sample who had completed
college.
In summary, the data presented in the present research
generally c orr oborate othe r research employing ITED and high
school grades as appropri a te predictors of college success.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Origin and nature of the problem
The research topic for this thesis grew out of the author's
work as a guidance counselor in the Cache County school system,
At that time the ITED battery was used by the school system as par t
of its achievement testing program.

These test results, together

with the test publisher ' s predictive data, were being used by
counselors both in appraising students' current educational progress and in discussing future plans with them.

The pr edictive

data being used by these counselors were based prima r ily upon research limit ed to studies of Iowa students who graduated from Iowa
c olleges only.

This fact was described by the test publishers

(S cience Resear ch Associates, Inc., 1957, p. 19 ) as an "e xp licit
limitation" of existing studies, noting further that "

as is

inevitably the case in longitudinal validation studies

the

numbers of cases involved in the ult imate criterion samples became
quite small."
Sin ce ITED data are ava ilable for use by high school counselors
in the Cache Co unty schools, and since a large pe rcentage of the
gr ad ua tes from those schools attend Utah State Univer si ty ; and
further, since there a r e some li mitations t o the predictive value
of the available data, a "cross-check" study designed to assess
the pred ictive validity of the ITED battery used in conjunction
with high school grades for students from Cache County schools
attending Utah State Univer s ity seemed warranted.
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Procedure
The sample f or t he study consisted of 361 high school
students who
1.

gr a du ated from one of Cache County's high schools,

2.

to ok the ITED battery in November of their junior year

in high school,
3.

subsequently entered Utah State University and completed

at leas t one quarter as a r egular, full-time student.
The sample was drawn from three consecutive high school
graduating classes.
Data cards were prepa red f or each student, l is ting his
cumulative grade point average, using a four-point scale, with
A = 4.00.

These included grades from all classes taken in grades

ten through twelve .

Also inc luded on the data cards were each

of the ten ITED sta nd ard scores.
Data f or each student's college record were t ak en di rectly
from his progress report, a n un offi ci a l transcript of his college
r e cords .

Each student's grade point average at the end of one

qua rter, the end of the freshman, sophomore, junior and senior
year were recorded.

These data were completed for each student

as far as he had progressed through college.

Also recorded from

the st ude nt's college record were course grades in any class taken
which was listed as filling the general educatio n requirements of
t he University.
All pertinent data were then computer analyzed after coding on
a n IBM 555 Answer Sheet,
Statistical tr ea tment of the data included calculation of
Pearson produ ct mome nt correl ation coefficients between each
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predictor and criterion; calculation of mu lt ip le correlatio n coefficients between select ed predictors and criteria; a nd the
developme nt of mu lt ip le r eg r essio n equations f or the prediction
of specific cou r se grades and grade point averages.
Results
1.

Hypothesis num be r one posed by the author de a lt wit h

actual a c a dem i c achievement in high school, represented by cumula tive grade

poi~t

average,and academic achievement in college,

r ep r ese nted by gr ade point average a t the end of the first qua rter
and a t t he e nd of the freshman ye ar in college .

Pearson correlation

coef fic ie nts between high school gr ade point averages and these
two criteria were .676 and .706, respect iv ely.

These c orrelation

coefficients are highl y sig n ificant on t he t wo -tailed t es t of s ignificance and ind ica te that t he r e was a notab l e r e lati onsh ip between
actua l ac ade mic perf orman c e in high sc hool and college for the
populatio n studied.
2.

The second hypothesis stated that there is a significant

r elat ion s hip between achievement in hi gh school as meas ured by the
ITED and grade point average in the f i r st quarter and t he fr e shman
year of college.

Pearson correlati on coefficients between the ITED

and criteria r anged from .366 to .566, with a median of .468 and a
mean of .471 for the first-quarter gr ade s, and . 380 to .548, with
a medi an of .485 and a mea n of .472 for the freshman year.

ITED

test number 3, "Corre ctness and Appropriate ness of Expression, test
number 7, "Ability to Int e rpr et Literary Materia ls," and the composite sc ore were all about equa lly effective as predictors and bore
the highest c orrelation with criteria.

These correlation coefficients
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are a little low er than similar data obtained in studies conducted
in Iowa; however, they are all statistic a lly significant and support
the hypothesis th at h igh school achievement as measured by ITED is
significantly related to academic achievement in college for this
population,
3.
diction.

The third hypothesis was concerned with efficiency of preIt attempted to as sess the value of combining predictor

v a riables, using multiple correlational techniques.

The R between

grades at the end of the first college quarter and the high school
grade point average and t he ITED test number 7 score used as predictor variables was . 700 .

The R bet wee n grade point average at

the end of the fresh man year in college and the high school grade
point average, t he IT ED tests numbers 7, 4, and 6 used as predictor
variables was . 742 .

Thes e correlations ar e supe ri or to simple corre-

lations betwee n ITED variables and cr iteria.

However, high school

gr ade point average alone is ne a rly as efficient as a predictor of
freshm a n gr ad e point average.

In predicting specific course grades,

there is consider a ble variation in the magnitude of increase from
the initi a l simple correlation t o the final multiple R when several
variables are added.

In general, it appears that there was a signi-

ficant inc r ease in predictive efficiency by combining predictor
variables, using multiple correl atio nal techniques,
4.

Hypot hes is number four stated that there is a consistent

r elationship in academic performance at the various scholastic
l evels ; and that because of this consistency, longitudinal prediction is feasible.

Multiple correlati on coefficients between

selected ITED scores and high school grade point averages were
.742, .706 , .702, and .736 with grade point averages after the
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freshman, sophomore, junior and senior yea rs in college, r espective ly.

Th e mea n grade point average varied less than one-half ( .49 ) of

a grade point from freshman to se nior yea r.

They were 2 . 39, 2.61,

2.76, and 2.88 at each academi c level, respectively.

Although the

R between predictor and criteria at the se ni or year seems sp uri ous ly
high, perhaps due to a sample selection bias, there is a consistent
rel atio nship in actual school performance as measured by grades,
and that performance was predictable, as indicated by substantial
multiple correlation coefficients.
5.

The fifth hypothesis said that there is no significa nt

difference in the predictive efficiency of the variables used between Utah State University students from Cache County schoo ls and
pupils from other geographic areas where research using the ITED
battery has been conducted.

A statistical comparison of simple

correlations reported in this study with correlations on like data
re po rted in other studies reviewed, and a visual comparison of
multiple R's given in the various studies, supports the hypothesis,
This is especially true for multiple R's and for the correlation
coefficients betwee n high school and co l lege grade poi nt averages,
Although t he difference is not statisti c ally significant, there
does seem to be a consistent patter n showing correlati on coefficients between ITED variables and criteria to be l owe r in studies
conducted outside of Iowa c ompa re d to student data reported from
Iowa.

For example, the correlation coefficients between ITED com-

posi t e scores and the freshman grade point ave rages for three st udies
conducted in Iowa ranged from .60 to .62.

Th e correlation coeffi-

cients on the same data of the present study was .54.

In a study

conducted in Ok lahoma, it was .53 , and in one from Ca lifornia, it
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was .45.

While hypothesis number five is supported statistically,

the tendency toward lower correlation coefficients on !TED variables
in studies c onducted outside Iowa may suggest important questions of
content validity in terms of curricul a from various geographic areas.
6.

The final aspect of the study was the development of a

series of multiple r eg ression equations for the predi ction of specific course grades, and for prediction of grade point averages at
various academic levels.

An attempt was made to include as many of

the courses normally taken by students toward their general education
r equi r eme nt as possible.

However, only courses in which a sample

with an N greater than 30 were studied.

Mu ltiple regression equa-

tions to predict gr ades in 25 courses and at the four scholastic
levels were developed.

The multiple R1 s associated with these equa-

tions ran from .403 to .792, with a median R of .641 and a mean R
of • 557.
Limitations of the present study
One of the limit ations of this study was th e fact t ha t the
data were not dichotomized according to sex.

The predictive value

of the high school measures of achievement may be greater if those
mea su res are applied to the sexes individually.
A second limitation is that the data are drawn on a sample
of primarily rural, middle-class students.

For this reason the

findings may not apply generally to a broader pop ulation.
Sample size was also limiting.

Many of the criterion groups

had large numbers of students, but the N decreased for several where
prediction of specific course gr ade s was attempted.

Possible sample

bias existed since the number of college graduates was limited.
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Implic a tions
In s p ite of growing popul a r cr itic ism of te s ting f or sel ection
a nd admi ss i on to college, the risin g c ost of college education and
greater pres s ure f or college s pace indic a te that selection practices,
including testing of applic a nts, will likely increase for some time.
It also seems likely that assessment of the student's high school
record will maintain its import ant role in our education practice.
The present stu dy indicates that the !TED battery does possess
va lid predictive efficiency and for this re a son is a useful instrument f or ed uc a t ors.

However, t he a ut ho r f ee ls that increasing re-

liance must be placed upon the im po rtance of the tot a l h i gh schoo l
record in making plans f or the future educ a tion of individual students .
Thi s study verified that h i gh scho ol gr a des ar e more closely related
to colleg e perf ormance than any of the other va ri ables s t udied.

The

a uth or ha s observed in h is profes s i onal experience that many people ,
bot h l aym en and ed uc ato r s , se em to place undue confidence in te s ting pr ogr ams, failing t o recognize the limit a ti ons of t e sts in
as s essing the non-int e llective f a ctor s which are so im po rt ant to
successful col l ege achieveme nt, and to professio nal competence after
college.

Whi l e the author fe el s th at tests do serve a very va lu ab le

funct i on in ou r educ a ti onal pr ogr ams, he recognizes th at, at bes t,
th e mea s ur e s of ability studied in the pr esen t research acc ount for
less tha n 50 percent of the va r iatio n in academi c perfor mance.

The

vari a tio n that is accounted for in measures of ability is, of course,
very imp ort a nt, but attention now needs to be turned, as indee d it
is being turned, to ot her factors of a non-intellective nature
which may be perti nent to successful pr eparat i on for matu re life.
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APPE NDIXE S

Append ix A.

Data for the pr edictio n of grades in selected c ou rses and at the end of each year
Course and pre dicto r varia ble

Bacteriology 10
ITED r omposite sco re
High scho ol GPA
ITED 4: " Ability to Do Quan tit a tive Thinking"
ITED 8: "General Vocabulary"

M

2 . 42
18.46
3.19
15.71
13.06

SD

R

SEest.

Q.98

85

0.59
5.33
5.78

.577**
.599**
.618**
.626••

.806
,794
.785
,784

16.05

1.16
0.64
5.55

.700**
.724**

. 830
.803

Basic Communications 2
2.34
-----High s cho ol GPA3. 10
ITED 3 : "Corr e ctness and Appropriateness of Expression" 16.19

1.12
0.60
4.21

.624**
.637**

, 875
. 865

Ba si c Communic ations 3
2 . 28
------High school GPA 3.11
ITED 3: "Cor r e ctness and Appropriateness of Exp ression" 16.18
ITED 9: "Use of Sources of Information"
17.03

1.06
0 .60
4.31
5.62

.591**
.63 0**
.641••

.863
,834
.825

Basic Communic a tions 1
-----High schoo l GPA ITED 7: "Ability to Interpret Literary Materials"

Pr edic t e d gr ade for Bacteriology 10
Predicted grade fo r B.C .

2.09
3.01

4 . 96

333

276

267

-.340 + (.027 x ITEDacomp.) + (,349 x HSGPA b) +
(.049 x ITED 4) + (.029 x ITED 8)

-1 . 777 + (1 . 037 x HSGPA) + ( . 047 x IT ED 7)

Predicted grade for B.C. 2

-1 .369 + (.970 x HSGPA) + (.043 x ITED 3)

Predicted gr ad e f or B.C. 3

-1.116 + (.664 x HSGP A) + ( . 051 x ITED 3) + ( . 030 x ITED 9)

••p < .01 for al l correlati ons on a two-tailed test of significan ce.
aAll ITED test scores must be standard scores.
bHi gh schoo l grade point average.

N

"'"'

Ap pe ndix A.

(continued)
Course and pre dictor variables

Botan y l
ITED
High
IT ED
IT ED
ITED

composite score
school GPA
3: "Correctne ss a nd Appropriateness of Exp ression"
2: "B a ckground in the Natural Scienc es"
5: " Abilit y t o Inter pr et Re ading Ma ter ia ls in
the Natural Scie nces "

Chemistry l
High schoo l GPA
ITED 5: "Ability t o Inter pr e t Readi ng Materials in th e
Social Stu di es"
ITED composite s core
ITED 7: "Ability t o Interpret Lit e r ary Materials "
ITE D 5: " Ab ility to Inter pr et Readi ng Mate r ials i n
the Natu ral Science s "

M

SD

R

5E
est.

1. 97
17.85
3.19
15. 95
18.3 1

1.20
4,86
0 . 53
4. 19
4.38

.575• •
.735••
.757••
.783**

. 698
.838
. 80 4
.79 1

18 . 08

5 . 39

.792••

.7 66

2 .4 5
3.44

1.05
0 .4 2

.517••

. 918

20.21
22,53
19.34

4 . 93
5,07
4.04

.5 56••
.5oo••
.522••

.904
,882
, 877

23.29

4 , 57

.545**

.859

IJ

39

38

Predict ed grade for Bo tany 1 = -1. 390 + (. 15 1 x ITED camp.) + (.777 x HSGPA) ( ,1 2 1 x ITED 3) - ( . 57 4 x ITED 2) + (,072 x ITED 5)
Predicted gr ade f or Chemistry 3 = - 0.4 02 + ( .126 x HSGPA) - (1.255 x ITED 5) +
( . 09 7 x ITED camp.) - ( .084 x ITED 7 ) + (.055 x ITED 5)
**p < .01 for all correlat ions on a two-t a il ed te s t of significance.
-J
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Appendix A.

( continued)
M

so

R

2.02
3.05
19.89

1.21
0.55
4.23

.591**
.570**

.985
.912

15.51
15.90
17.31
18.20

4.91
5,30
5.93
5 . 03

,585**
.701**
. 713**
.730**

.902
.889
.880
.853

Economics 51
ITED 4: "Ability to Do Quantit ative Thinking"
High schoo l GPA

2.05
15.24
2,99

1.15
5,04
0.57

.505**
.540**

.923
.894

Economics
ITED
ITED
ITED
High
!TED
ITED
!TED

2.31
17.09
15.22
12.19
3.05
18.12
18.31

0.94
5. 11
3.42
5.19
0.51
5.21
3.95

.552••
.59 2**
.521**
.539••
.551**
.553••

.784
.771
.755
.748
.744
.740

17.22

3.90

.578**

.733

Course and predictor variables
Chemistr~

10
High school GPA
ITED 2: "Background in the Natu ral Sciences•
ITED 5: "Ability to Interpret Reading Materials in
the So cial Stud ies•
ITED 7: " Ability to Interpret Literary Ma terials"
IT ED 4: " Ability to Do Quantitative Thinking"
ITED composite score

52

4: "Abili tv to Do Quanti tative Thinking"
1

3: "Correctness and App r op riate ness of Expression•
8: "Gener al Vocabulary"
school GPA
9: "Use of Sources of Information"
composite score
5: "Ability to In terpret Reading Materials in
the Social Studies•

SE

est.

N
81

134

54

Predicted gr ade for Che mistry 10 = -2.043 + (.992 x HSGPA) + (.122 x ITED 2) (,058 x ITED 5) + (.100 x ITED 7) + (.055 x ITED 4)( .111 x ITED comp.)
Predicted gr ade for Economics 51= -. 895 + (.093 x ITED 4) + (.481 x HSGPA)
Predicted grade for Economics 52= -. 297 + ( .113 x ITED 4) + ( . 032 x ITED 3)- ( . 040 x
ITED 8) + (.298 x HSGPA) + ( .044 x ITED 9) - (.125 x
ITED comp.) + ( .074 x ITED 5)
••p < .01 for all correlations on a two-t ai led test of significance.

....,
.....

Appendix A. (continued)
M

SD

R

SEest .

English litera ture (any lower division course)
High school GPA
ITED 8: "Gene r a l Vocabulary"
ITED 3: "Corr e ctness and App ro pri ateness of Expression"
I TED 5: "Ability t o Inter pret Reading Ma terials in
the Social Studies"
ITED 9: "Use of Sou rces of Information"

3 .02
3.36
15.14
lB.OO

0.90
0.5 4
5.31
3.79

.406••
.441**
.466 ..

.829
. 820
.815

19.06
18.90

4.76
5.24

.483**
.503**

. 8 12
.808

Geology .l
High school GPA
ITED 1 : "Understanding of Bas ic Soc ial Concepts"
ITED 8: "Gen eral Voc a bulary"

2.53
3 . 05
17.45
12.53

0 . 96
0 .60
4.38
5.22

.496 **
.535**
.561**

. 842
. 825
. 8 14

Histo ry .l
ITED c omposite score
ITED 6: " Ab ility to Interpret Readin g Ma terials in
the Natura l Sciences"
ITED 3: "Correctness a nd Appr op riateness of Exp r ess ion"
ITED 1: "Understanding of Basic So cial Concepts"

2.29
18. 79

0 . 97
4.41

.642••

.751

19.07
15. 81
18.38

5.66
3.44
5 . 24

.674**
.6B5**
.698**

.735
.734
.731

Course and predictor variables

Pred icted grade f or English

liter atu re~

N

70

75

42

. 608 + (.862 x HSGPA) + ( . 024 x IT ED 8)- (.065 x
ITED 3) + (.050 x ITED 5) - (.033 x ITED 9)

Predi cted gr ade f or Geology 1

~

-. 423 + ( .729 x HSGPA) + ( . 070 x ITED 1 ) - (.039 x ITED 8)

Predicted grade for History l

~

-.237 + (.334 x ITED comp . ) - (.093 x ITED 6)- (.062 x
ITED 3) - (.054 x ITED 1)

-J
N

••p

<

. 01 f or a l l correlations on a t wo - tailed test of significance.

\ ppendix A.

(continued)
Course and predictor variables

M

SD

Foreign language (spe cifie d c ours es )
High school GPA
ITED l: "Unders ta nding of Basic Social Concepts"
ITED 4: "Ability to Do Quantitative Thinking"
ITED 9: "Use of Sou rc es of Information"
ITED 5: "Ability to Interpret Read ing Materials i n
the Social St udies"

2.61
3.36
19 . 49
17.66
18. 77

1.13
0.51
4.81
5.94
5.68

.420** 1.036
.482** 1.006
. 530** .980
.5 40** .978

18 ,72

5.34

.555**

.972

Mathematics 20
High school GPA
ITED 4 : "Ability to Do Quantitative Thinking"

2.29
3.16
14.31

1.06
0.64
5.65

.640**
.677**

.808
.779

Mathematics 34
High school GPA
ITED 4: "Ability to Do Quantitative Thinking"
ITED 6: "Ability to Interpret Reading Materials in
the Natural Scien ces"
ITED 5: "Ability to Interpret Reading Materials in
the Socia l Studies"
ITED 9: "Use of Sources of Information"

2.15
2.85
15.44

1.19
0 .62
5 , 16

. 501** 1.037
. 549** 1.006

17 .83

6.21

.593**

.997

16 . 33
15.94

5.32
5 .6 1

.572**
.581••

.993
.989

R

SEest.

N

87

80

144

Predicted grade for foreign language= -1.495 + (.975 x HSGPA) + (.088 x ITED l ) - (,050 x
ITED 4 ) - (.043 x IT ED 9) + (.043 x ITED 5)
Predicted grade for Mathematics 20 = 1.121 + (.873 x HSGPA) + (,045 x ITED 4)
Predicted grade for Mathematics 34 = -. 964 + (.876 x HSGPA) + (.077 x ITED 4)- (.046 x
ITED 6) + (.049 x ITED 5)- (.035 x ITED 9)
• •p

<

.01 for all correlations on a two-tailed test of significan ce.

._J
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Appendix A.

(continued)
M

SD

R

SE est.

Mathemat ics 35
ITED 4: --.Abilit y to Do Quantitative Thinkin g"
High schoo l GPA

2 . 37
18.46
3.09

1.03
5.65
0.59

.525**
.574**

. 884
.854

Ma th em atics 46
High schoo l GPA
ITED 7: "Abilit y to Interpret Literary Materials"
ITED 4: "Ability to Do Quantitative Th inking "

1.99
3.19
16. 80
19.38

1.21
0.57
5.43
5.59

.574**
. 612**
.639**

. 995
. 967
.945

2 . 90
3 . 04

1.09
0 . 59

.471* *

.969

Po litical Science 10
ITED l: "Understandin g of Basic Social Concepts"
High school GPA

2.46
18.51
3, 07

1.12
4.94
0.62

. 534**
.600**

. 951
. 905

Psych£l£gy 53
High school GPA
ITED 2: "Backgr ou nd in the Natu r al Scien ces"

2.30
3 . 09
18.42

0,91
0.61
5.08

.499 **
.569**

.792
. 754

Cou rse and predictor variables

Music l
-----High school GPA

135

88

135
87

255

Predicted grade for Mathematics 35

-. 386 + (.066 x ITED 4) + ( .4 98 x HSGPA)

Predicted grade for Mathematics 46

- 2.07 1 + (1.303 x HSGPA) - (.062 x ITED 7) +
(.049 x ITED 4)

Predic ted grade for Musi c l = .258 + ( . 868 x HSGPA)
Predi cted grade f or Political Sci ence 10 = -.949 + ( . 095 x ITED l) + ( .54 0 x HSGPA)
Predict ed grade for Ps ychology 53= -. 454 + (.576 x HSGPA) + ( .053 x ITED 2)
**p

c

.01 f or all correl atio ns on a two-tailed te s t of significance.

N
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Appendix A.

(cont i nu e d)
Cour se and pre di ctor var iables

Social Science l
------ITED composite s core
High school GPA
IT ED 3: "Correctnes s and Appr op ri a t e ne ss of Exp r ess i on"
IT ED 5: "Abilit y t o Inter pr e t Read in g Mate r ials in
the Socia l St udies"
IT ED l: "Underst anding of Ba sic Soc ia l Conc epts"
Socia~

70
High school GPA
ITED l: "Understanding of Bas ic So ci a l Co nce pt s •
ITED 6: "Ability to Inter pret Re adin g Ma te r ials i n
the Natural Sciences"
ITED 5: "Ability to Interpret Rea din g Ma t e r ia ls in
the Social Stud i es"
ITED 2: "B a ckground in th e Nat ural Sci en ces"

M

50

2. 58
15 .54
3 .01
14.48

1. 20
5 .83
0 .59
4 . 52

. 559*•
,585**
. 717 **

.909
. 89 0
,85 1

15. 52
16.14

5. 29
5 . 35

.725••
.735 **

. 858
.855

2.42
2 .97
15.45

0 . 99
0 .51
4,50

.452**
.529**

. 877
,8 42

15 .87

5 , 51

.544 **

,835

15. 82
17 . 53

4.43
4 . 92

.572* *
.595 **

. 8 15
. 805

R

SE

e st.

N
50

158

Predicted grade for Social Science 1 = -.45 0 + ( .1 50 x ITED c omp. ) + (.5 50 x HSG PA) ( . 088 x I TED 3 ) - (. 075 x IT ED 5 ) + (.05 3 x IT ED l)
Predicted gr a de for Sociolo gy 70

-.701 + (.528 x HSGP A) + (. 033 x ITED l ) - (.080 x
ITED 5 ) + ( . 080 x ITE D 5) + ( . 045 x ITED 2)

**p < .01 for all correlations on a two - t a iled te s t of signific a nce.

"'
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Ap pe ndix A.

( c ont i nu e d )
M

so

Spee ch (spe c i f ie d c ou r s e s)
ITED compo s ite score
High s ch oo l GPA
I TED 6: "Ge ner a l Vo c ab ul ary"
I TED 9 : " Us e of Sou rc es of Information "

3 . 04
17.63
3.03
13.29
16.19

0.81
4,98
0.58
6,02
5 . 75

.325* *
.372••
. 390**
.403**

.766
,760
.759
.759

Vi su al Arts 1
-----Hi gh s chool GPA
IT ED 2: "Ba ckg r oun d in t he Natu r a l Sc iences"
I TED 6 : " Abil it y to I nt erp r e t Readi ng Materials in
th e Na tur a l Sci e nc es "
IT ED 6 : "Gen e r a l Vocabulary "
ITED 7: " Ab ili ty to In ter pret Lite r a r y Materials "

2 . 42
3 . 06
17.84

0.97
0 . 59
5.53

.622• •
. 660**

,763
.739

17 . 37
11. 61
15 . 62

6 . 26
5 . 78
5.53

. 692* *
.705**
. 717••

. 716
. 710
.704

Zoology l (G ene r al b i ol ogy)
Hi gh scho ol GPA
I TED 9: "Use of Sou r ce s of I nf or matio n"

2 . 53
3 . 03
16,13

1. 12
0.6 1
5.7 1

.395**
.428**

1.028
1. 015

Course a nd pre di ctor va r iables

R

SEes t .

N
73

62

134

Pr e dict e d gr ad e f or Speech = 1. 43 0 + ( . 043 x ITED comp,) + (.293 x HSG PA) - (.035 x I TED 8) +
(.02 6 x ITED 9)
Pred i c t e d gr ad e f or Visua l Arts l = -1 .064 + ( . 893 x HSGPA) + ( . 10 1 x IT ED 2) - (.073 x
I TED 6) - (.039 x I TED 8) + ( . 042 x ITED 7)
Pr edi ct e d gr ade f or Zoo l ogy 1 = 0 . 281 + ( . 542 x HSGPA) + ( . 038 x ! TED 9)
~ 01 fo r al l correl a ti ons on a t wo- ta iled test of s i gnif ic a nce.
._J
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Appendix B. ~ br ie f desc ri ption of t he individual
t ests in the ITED ba tt ery
Tes t number

l:

Understanding of Basic So cia l Con cep ts.

This

test i s designed to examine the pupi l' s genera l knowledge and understand ing of contemporary socia l in st itutions and pra c tices .

It

includes items based on fundament a l socia l concepts, such as demo cr a cy, taxati on, org an ized l ab or, immigra ti on , and t he Industrial
Revo lu tion.

Knowledge and unde r standing of t he or igin and develop -

men t of these in sti tuti on s and pr a ctic es , or t he ir pre se nt operatio n
in ou r dai l y lives a r e tested by these i t ems , as well as the problems
f a ced wi t h r espect to them .
Te s t

numbe r~ :

Backg r ound in the Na tural Sciences.

This t es t

is designed to measure t he pupil ' s gene r al unde r sta ndi ng of scie nti fic terms and pr i nc iples, of common phenomena and industria l
applications , and of the place s c ience holds in our modern l i f e .
Test number

~:

Correctness and Appr op r i ateness of Expression.

This te s t is de sig ned to sh ow the student ' s mast e ry of s ome of t he
basi c elements of c or r e ct and ef f ective exp r ess i on.

Included are

items t es ting punctuation, us age, capit a lization, spel lin g , diction,
phraseology and org a ni za ti on of written mate rial.
Tes t

n um b e r~ :

Ability to Do quantitative Thinking.

Te s t

numbe r 4 is a gene r a l mathema tic s t est c ove ri ng it em s th a t every
high school gr aduate sho uld be able t o solve.
c epts a r e teste d :

Th e f oll owi ng

con-

the handling of fracti ons, percentages , vo lume,

a r ea, uni t s of measureme nt, r atio a nd pr oporti on, a verages , variability , a ngular r e lationships , e va lu atio n of formulas, ro ots and
power s, cur ve fitting, opera ti ons with signed numbe r s , c os t and

78

pr ofit , interpretati on of verbal s t atements , r a te, line a r i nterpo l a t io n, symboli c representation, sol ut io n of equations, verbalization of de ci mals , place va lue, number s e ries, approximate computation a nd computational sho rt-cut s , gr a phical re present a tion, t ab le
re ad ing and gr aph r eading .
Test number ,?_:
So cial Studies.

Ability to Interpret Reading Materi als in the

Rep re se ntative read i ng selections ta ke n from social

studies te xtbooks and ref ere nce s , magazine and news pape r articles on
social pr ob lems, and mate r ial from social studies literat ure in
genera l a r e used in this t es t to analyze t he student's ab ility to
inter pr e t and evaluate t he mate rials he r ea ds.
Test number.§:
Natu r al Sciences.

Abilit y t o Inter pr e t Readi ng Mate rials in the
In a dditio n to sele cti ons in t he nat ur a l sciences

of the type detailed under the description of test number 5 , te s t
number 6 r e f ers mo r e particularly to the description of a c tua l
experiments and the r epo rting of ex pe rimen t a l data.
Tes t number

1:

Ability to Interpret Literary Materials.

Th is

is a t es t to assess the measurable understandings that a high school
student may be expected to ga in from re ad ing literary materials.
A vari ety of selections are taken from world liter atu r e (prosena rrative, descriptive and exposito ry ) a nd poetry.

Represe nted

a r e hum orou s , dramati c, phil osop hical and satirical ty pes of writing.
Te s t

number ~:

General Vocabulary.

Seventy-five words are

present e d in c onte xts of a wide range of difficulty.

This test

is intended as a complement t o the previo us seven tests as an
index of abilities re q uired in school work .
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Test number

~:

Use of Sou rces of Information.

This t est is

intended to evaluate the student's ability to use the important
sources of information generally ava il ab le to him.

Among the items

tested a re:
1.

The studen t's know ledge of t he best procedures for t urning

to sources of information;
2.

Knowledge of the nature and purposes of particular sources

of information;
3.

Know led ge of c ont ent of t he more common sources;

4.

Ability t o use bibliogr a phical r e ferences;

5.

Ab ility t o use a card index efficiently.

For a more detailed description of these tests, consult the
ma nual, "How t o Use the Test Results," which accompanies the I owa
Tests of Educatio nal Development.

Appendix C.

Data for t he prediction of grade point averages at t he end of each college year
College level and predictor variables

M

SD

R

SEest •

Freshman-in-college cumulative GPA
High s choo l GPA
I TED 7 : "Ability to In te rpr et Literary Materials"
I TED 4 : "Ability to Do Quantitative Thi nking "
ITED 5: "Ability to Interpret Reading Materia ls in
the Natu ral Sciences "

2.39
3.10
15.34
15 . 95

0.70
0.59
5.57
5.03

.705**
.728**
.735**

.499
.484
.480

18.28

5.11

.742**

.475

Sophomore-in-college cumulative GPA
High schoo l GPA
ITED 3: "Correctness and Appropriateness of Expression"
ITED 7 : "Ability to Interpret Literary Materials"

2 .51
3.18
16 .43
l7 .10

0 .59
0.58
4.27
5.48

.552**
.597**
.705••

.444
. 425
.421

Junior-in-college cumulative GPA
High school GPA
ITED 1: "Understanding of Bas ic Social Concepts "
ITED 3: "Correctness and Appropriateness of Expression"

2 .75
3.23
18 .47
16.50

0.52
0.51
4.95
4.09

.555**
.589**
.702**

.396
.381
.376

N
293

203

129

Predi cted colleg e freshman grade= -1 .232 + (.577 x H SG F~ ) + (.034 x ITED 7) + (.021 x
ITED 4) - (.020 x IT ED 6)
Predicted college sophomore grade= -.556 + (.440 x HSGFA) + (.029 x ITED 3) + (. 017 x ITED 7)
Predicted college junior gr ade= -. 502 + (.452 x HSGPA) + (.020 x ITED l) + (.024 x ITED 3)
••p c . 01 for all correlations on a two-tailed test of significance.

CD
D

Appendix C.

(conti nued )
College level and pred icto r variables

Se nior-in-coll e ge cumulative GPA
High school GPA
ITED composite score
I TED 2: "Background in the Natural Scie nces"

Predicted col lege senior grade

M

SD

2.88

0 .46

3 . 29
19.41
19.85

0.50
4.63
4.30

R

SEest.

N

85
.688**
.728**
.736••

.334
.317
. 315

-.131 + ( .474 x HSGPA) + (.0 43 x IT ED c omp)- (.019 x

IT ED 2)
••p

<

.01 for all correlations on a two-tailed test of significance.

CD
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